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A new procedure bas been developed for deter-
mining the location of tbe source of certain EEG dis-
charges given the measured surface potentials. The 
source is modeled as a single current dipole with arbitrary 
position and orientation, while the head is modeled 
either as a single homogeneous sphere or as three con-
centric spheres. 
This procedure is developed by extending the 
matched filter concept of communications theory to 
functions defined on a spherical surface. In addition, 
simplifications are developed which reduce the amount of 
computation required. Simulations have been performed 
using computer generated data to show the validity of 
the locating procedure and to investigate its sensitivity 
to changes in source location. 
It is shown that the new procedure has approximately 
the same accuracy as previously used techniques, and 
possible computational advantages of the new procedure 
are discussed. 
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I. BACKGROUND AND SCOPE OF THESIS 
A general problem which exists in electro-
encephalography and electrocardiography is to determine 
the relationship between the potentials on the surface 
of 8 volume conduotor and the internal sources. The 
forward problem, finding the surfaoe potentials given 
the source distribution, oan be solved by applying 
electromagnetic theory to an electrical model of the 
I' biological system under study •. 
A difficulty in the inverse problem, determining 
the souroes given the surface potentials, is the lack of 
uniqueness. It has been shown that the surface potentials 
do not provide enough information to completely specify the 
. 2 
source distribution. A way of dealing with this problem 
is to use an electrical model of the biological system in 
whioh the source structure is restricted in such a way 
that itis uniquely specified by the surface potentials. 
SOMe approximations which have been shown to be valid for 
most models of the volume conduotor are that the medium 
is linear and that capacitive and inductive effects and 
propagation delays are negligible at the frequencies of 
interest. 3 As 8 result, problems may be treated as if 
steady state conditions e~isted at any instant; and the 
static, rather than time varying, forms of the eleotro-
1 
magnetic equations may be used. 
Two models of the head are widely used in studies 
or the EEG. A simple model is 8 homogeneous sphere. A 
more complex model consists ot three concentric spheres 
with different conductivities, representing the scalp, 
skull, and brain. It has been shown that the three spheres 
model is quite accurate in most cases.4,5 
It is desirable that the restrictions placed on the 
source structure be related to the physiological charac-
teristics of the system being studied. In EEG investi-
gations it has been shown that the source of the spike 
discharges observed in certain forms of epilepsy can be 
6 
modeled as a single· current dipole located in the brain. 
Studies of artificially induced epilepsy is animals have 
observed the formation ot secondary sources of epileptic 
activity in the brain.1- 10 Whether these secondary sources 
may also be modeled as current dipoles is not known. 
The approach to the inverse problem used by Rogers 
and Pilkingtonll ,l2 for electrocardiographic applications 
is to model the source as a number of current dipoles which 
are fixed in position and orientation, but have variable 
magnitudes. Since the volume conductor'is' linear, the' 
surface.potential is a' linear function of the' dipole· " 1-' , 
magnitudes. A dipole with rsndom orientation may' then be 
represented by resolving it into three component dipoles. 
The relationship between the surface potentials 
at M locations and N dipole magnitudes is described a3 
2 
follows. The M-dimensional column vector! consists or 
the observed electrode voltages. The electrode potentiala 
due to the i'th dipole are modeled as CiPi , where Pi ~~ 
the dipole Magnitude, and the M-dimensional vectorCi is 
computed based on an electrical model of the system under 
study. The surrace potential is then modeled as (eq. 7 
of ref. 12): 
N. 
f = r:: CjP J +R j=l 
where the vector R represents an error te~. 
(I-I) 
To estimate the dipole magnitudes, M is chosen 
greater than Ni and a set o~ values of the p's is found 
which provides a best fit to the measured surface potentials 
using a least squares criterion. The p's are found by 
solving the set of equations (eq. 11 of ret. 12): 
(k=l, ••• N), (I-2) 
where superscript (t) denotes the transpose. An algorithm 
to solve this set of equations is presented in reference 12. 
The above equations may be written more concisely 
by defining a vector p to represent the set of dipole 
magnitudes, and by defining an M by N matrix C such that 
the columns of C are the vectors Cl -- CN. The above 
set of equations may now be rewritten as 
C t Cp z: C t i . ( I - 3) 
Assuming the columns of C are linearly independent, 
3 
the matrix ete has an inverse; and the solution to this 
equation is 
p = (ete)-letp 
• (1-4) 
The matrix (ete)-le t is the Penrose generalized 
inverse of e. 13 According to Pieroe,14 the generalized 
inverse gives an optimum estimate of p under the following 
conditions: the elements of the noise vector R have equal 
variance, the covariance of any two different elements 
is zero, and the noise variance is vanishingly small 
compared to the signal (ep). 
The effect of noise on the results is discussed 
in ref. 12, although not exhaustively. The main conclusion 
is that if the columns of e are nearly linearly dependent, 
the solution will be more sensitive to noise. 
Other investigators have used similar models 
which include additional constraints. Barr, et!l. used 
an on-off model in which the magnitude of each dipole is 
constrained to be either a fixed positive value or 
zero. l5 ,16 Lynn, et!!. used a model in which the dipole 
magnitude is constrained to be nonnegative. 17 While both 
models have been applied experimentally, neither paper 
contains an analysis of the effects of noise on the results. 
In studying epileptic EEG discharges, Schneider6 
modeled the source as a single dipole with random position 
and orientation. The head was modeled as a homogeneous 
sphere. The procedure used to determine the dipole para-
4 
meters is 8S follows: An initial guess is made for the 
three position and three magnitude components. A para-
meter to measure the degree of misMatch is defined, which 
may be written as 
~ = IWm-WcI2/lw.1 2 • (1-5) 
Wm ie • column vector consisting of the Measured electrode 
potentials, and Wc is B column vector of the theoretical 
potentials which would exist at the electrodes du~ to the 
assumed dipole. 
Wm is constant for a particular experiment, and 
Wc may be calculated using an equation originally derived 
. 18 by Wilson and Bailey, so! May be written as a function 
of the six parameters of the assumed dipole. The differen-
tial of this function may be computed, and a new estimate 
of the dipole parameters is determined by adjusting them 
so as to decrease ~. This iteration is repeated until ~ 
becomes less than a predetermined maximum. 
Accuracy of the procedure was studied experi-
mentally by taking several readings on the same patient, 
Bnd by simulating a source with added noise. Schneider 
concludes that the process can locate a dipole within a 
volume of about two cubic centimeters. 
Schneider reaches the following conclusions about 
the physical significance of the calculated dipole: EEG 
anomalies having a narrow distribution on the scalp usually 
result from a small anatomic lesion whioh can be found 
5 
surgically or with intracerebral recordings. In the case· 
of anomalies with large distributions, a single dipole 
near the center of the brain provides a good representation 
in most cases, but this is probably only an electrical 
equivalent since high intensities have not been observed 
deep inside the brain. In SOMe cases the error ,~, does 
not approach zero after Many iterations. Possible 
reasons for this lack of convergence are that a single 
dipole is not a good model of the actual source in these 
cases, or that there are conditions under which the algo-
rithm does not converge. 
In a later paper,19 Schneider demonstrates that 
the single sphere model of the head leads to significant 
errors, and that for better accuracy the three spheres 
model should be used. 
6 
SCOPE OF THESI S 
In this thesis, a new procedure is presented 
for estimating the location and orientation or a current 
dipole source given the potentials on the surface or a 
spberical volume conductor. Original work to be described 
includes an extension of the theory of the matched filter 
to functions defined on a spherical surface and the sub-
sequent application or this result to the problem of 
locating a dipole current source. 
Simplifications or this locating procedure are 
also presented which result from resolving the dipole 
source into three components. The procedure, including 
simplifications, can be applied equally well to either 
the single sphere or three spheres model. The filtering 
procedure is developed assuming a single dipole is present, 
but it may be possible to apply the procedure with reduced 
accuracy if several are present. 
Certain notational conventions have been adopted 
for use in this thesis. For simplicity, the integral of 
a function f(G,9b) over the surface or a sphere will be 
written 85 jf(t),¢>dq • It is to be understood that 
dq = r~sin8d9dq0, where rr is the radius of the sphere, 
and that the limits or integration are o<9<JT and O<¢<2JT' • 
To distinguish between scalars and vectors in abstraot 
7 
spaces, the former will be represented by lower case 
letters and the latter by capitals. Vectors in a three 
dimensional coordinate system will be represented by 
lower case letters with a bar (-) above them. Estimated 
values of parameters will be indicated by placing a 
caret ( ........ ) above them. 
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II. THE MATCHED FILTER DETECTION PROCESS 
The basic theory of the matched filter will now 
be described and it will be shown that a matched filter 
can also be applied to two dimensional functions. It 
will then be shown that the matched filter can be applied 
to the problem of determining the location of a current 
dipole. Finally, some simplifioations to make this 
locating procedure easier to implement will be described. 
A problem which arises in communications is to 
design a filter which will maximize the probability of 
detecting a pulse in the presence of noise. If the 
pulse waveform is set}, the filter input may be written 
as vet) = s(t)+n{t}, where n is random noise. If the 
impulse response of the filter is* h(-t), the filter 
0<> 
output is bet) =1 h(1:'-t)v("r}d't', by the convolution 
-<:10 
integral. Assuming n is white noise, the filter which 
maximizes the output signal to noise ratio is the matched 
filter, the impulse response of which is defined by 
h(t) = s(t)/c , where c is an arbitrary constant. 20 
The maximum output signal component is then 
00 
b( O} = J h(T) s{r)c;tT • 
-00 
*The normal ?orm is h(t) • This form has been used to 
correspond more closely to the definition which will 
be used in the two dimensional case. 
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A. PRELIMINARY DEFI!H TIONS AND ASSUH?TIOnS 
Before deriving the matched filter for a spherical 
surface, some preliminary definitions and assumptions will 
be necessary. Let vector? represent 8 point in a three 
dimensional coordinate system. A sphere of rsdius rr 1s 
then defined as the set of points for which IFI = rr • 
As an extension of the one dimensional case, the observed 
signal • v, on the spherical surfgce will be modeled as 
v(F) = s(F) + n(F) , 
• 
In spherical coordinates, ~ is specified by the set of 
'parameters (r,e,f), so that the observed potential may 
be written as 
v(8,¢) = s(6,¢) + n(e,¢) , (11 .. 1) 
since the coordinate r is constant over tbe surface. 
It will be assumed throughout this thesis that 
all surface potentials are measured with a neutral point 
used as a reference. In practice, other measurement 
techniques are often used. These techniques and their 
possible effects on the eccuracy of the estimated dipole 
parameters will be discussed in chapter V. 
Tho function v($,1) represonts the voltage 
observod at every point on the Burface at a particular 
instant of time. Tho objective of the locating procedure 
is to find the ,current .dipole which produces a surface 
10 
potential most nearly the same as v{e,~). In this initial 
derivation it will be assumed that v is known at every 
point. Later, the More practical case in which the 
available information consists of a set of samples of v 
at specific points on the surface will be discussed. 
The signal component of v, s(8,¢), is the theo-
retical surface potential of a current dipole with a 
specific location and orientation. Equations defining 
s for the single sphere and three spheres models are 
available in the literature and have been included in 
appendix A for reference. For a specific model, s is 
completely specified by six parameters defining the 
location, magnitude, and orientation of tho dipole. One 
possible set of parameters consists of the three para-
meters (rJ~'w) defining the position and the parameters 
(~,~,d) defining the orientation and magnitude (see 
fig. 1). Alternatively, the orientation Dnd magnitude 
may be implicitly specified by the magnitudes (dr,de,d¢> 
of the dipole components in the directions of the sr, sa' 
911d 1irj uni t vec tors of the spherica 1 coordina te sya tem. 
Whon it is desirable to show the deyendence of 
the aignal on the dipole parameters, 3 will be written as 
B(e,""lr,~w,,:I(,f3,d) ,or 
s(e ,¢lr,~,t.O,dr,de ,d4» , 
"here the vertical bar is used to differentiate betwoen 
the surfoce coordinates and the dipole parameters. 









. -. . -
FIGURE 1. The single sphere model of the buman bead. 
Coordinates e and ¢ define the position of an element 
of area, dq, on the surface, while t/J, W, and r define 
the dipole position. The dipole orientation is specified 
by ex and /3-
12 
s is proportionsl to the dipole magnitude, d; so it 
function sd is the surface potential distribution which 
results from a dipole of unit magnitude, 
_."-. 
s(e,¢lr,~,~,~,P,d) = dSd(e,¢lr,y,w,«,~) • (II -2) 
In addition, using the principle of superposition, the 
surface potential will be the sum of contributions from 
the three components dr' de' and~. Let sr' Se' and 
S~ be the surface potential functions resulting from 
unit magnitude dipoles oriented in the sr' ae' and s¢ 
directions, respectively. Now, s can also be expressed as 
s(e,¢lr,1r,w,dr ,de ,dcp) = dr s r (9,4>lr,-.fr,W) 
+ dese (e,4>rr,-r,w) + d~s¢(e,.plr,y,U) • (II - 3) 
Tho noise component of v, n(e,¢), represents 
all sources of error, including noise in the amplifiers, 
other electrical activity of the brain, and inaccuracies 
of the model. 
~~o types of delta functions will be needed at 
this point in" order to d~scribe the noise mathematically. 
The ordinary one dimensionsl delta will be represented 
13 
by 0l{t), while Os(r) will be a two dimensional delta 
function defined on the surface of a sphere of radius rr • 
As in the one dimensional case, the noise will 
be modeled as white. In one dimension, the noise is 
white if net) is statistically stationary and has the 
properties 
E[n( t)] = 0 ,and 
E[n( t1)n( t 2 )] = k2~J( t 2-t1 ) I 
where E represents the expectation operator, and k is a 
constant. For the spherical case, these properties 
become 
E [nCF}] = 0 ,and 
E[n(rl)n(r2 )] = k2~{r2-rl) • ( 11-4) 
Care must be taken in expressing the delta function in 
spherical coordinates. 
In any coordinate system delta must have the 
following properties: 21 
~(F-~O) = 0 if F ~ FO , and 
f~(F-ro )dq = 1 , 
where ~O is a point on the sphere, and r is the position 
of dq. In spherical coordinates this integral becomes 
211 n ~ ~8(F-FO)r~sineded~ 
o 0 • 
14 
It is easily seen that the value of this integral is one 
if 
_ _ ~(e-ao)~(~-~o) 
0s{ r-rO) = --2-----.;...---
rrsine 
(II-S) 
The properties assumed tor the noise can then be writ-
ten as 
E(n(r)] = 0 ,and 
= k2 g( r2-r l) 
.s 
2 ~(e2-el)~(¢2-¢l) 




Using this definition the sifting property of 
the delta function also holds in spherical coordinates. 
That is, for any function fer) the following relation-
ship holds: 
.rf(r)~(r-rO)dq = f(rO> .' 
This relationship caD easily be proven by writing 
the integral as 
f211 f1"(f( e, '"") &~ a-so) SI( ¢-¢O) 2 r ---------------rrsineded¢ , 
o 0 r~sine 
which reduces to 
2Tr if 
~ ~ f(e,1)S(e-eO)S(¢-¢0)ded~ • 
o 0 j I 
(1I-7) 
Two applications of the sifting property of the one 
dimensional delta function produce the desired result. 
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B. DERIVATION OF THE SPHERICAL MATCHED FILTER 
The matohed filter May be derived for 8 spherical 
surfaoe using a method similar to that applied in the one. 
dimensional 088e. 20 The filter output is 
, 
whioh oonsists of a signal component 
p =rh{9,f)s(e,~)dq 
and a noise oomponent 




The matohed filter problem is to Maximize the 
output peak signal to average noise power ratio 
~ = p2/E(u 2 ) • This problem is equivalent to maximizing 
the ratio p2/[wE(u2 )] ; where w equals fs2dq , the' total 
energy* in the signal, whioh is a fixed value for a 
partioular instant of time. 
To demonstrate that the Matched filter (a fil-
ter whose impulse response has the same shape as the 
signal) lIlaximizest)., it will be neoessary to evaluate 
E(u2). This quantity may be evaluated 8a shown in 
ref. 22, p. 324 •. Let ul = fn(,~)hl(r)dq and 
u2 =fn(F)h2(r)dq. Then if dqi is the element of area 
*The term energy as used here is the integral of 
voltage squared (power) over the surface, whioh is 
snalagous to the definition for time signals as 
the integral of voltage squared over time. 
16 
at point r i ' 
E{u 1u2 ) = E[fn(rl}hl(rl)dqlfn{r2)h2(r2)dq2] 
= E[fifn(rl)n(r2)hl(rl)dql]h2(r2)dq2} 
Taking the expected value inside the integral, and 
• 
assuming white noise, the equation becomes 
E{u 1u2 ) = k2j[ff(r2-rl)hl(rl)dql]h2(r2)dq2 • 
Applying the sifting property of the delta function, 
this equation reduces to 
E(u 1u2 ) = k2.(hl(r2)h2(r2)dQ2 • (II-II) 
If u1 = u2 = u , this equation reduces to 
'E(u~) _ = k 2jh2 ('r)dQ • (11-12) 
Now, 
'L p2 [/h sdq] 2 
W = wEe u 2 ) = [fs 2:-"d-qj-[-k-O:::2-"'ji:--h2=-d-q-j .~. 
Schwa I'Z • 9 inequaU-';y -9 t. te9 tba t [jh9dqf:: j.2dq j b2dq • 
Substituting this inequality in the above numerator and 
cancelling terms gives 7l /w':: 1/k2 ,or Tf:: w/k2 • 




Therefore, as in the one dimensional case, the matched 
filter produces the greatest possible value of the 
output signal to noise ratio,lt. 
This maximum value or ~ is then 
't ... (w/k2 ) = (1/k2 )j[ch( 9,~)] 2dq 
• (11-14> 
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To apply the matched filter to the proble~ ot 
locating a current dipole, it will be convenient to 
define a real vector space consisting of functions ot 
e and ~, with the inner product of two elements hand 
v defined as <hlv) = !hvdq. The cosine of the angle 
between two elements, Y , is then defined 8s23 
r = [!bvdql I rJb2dq ! yldq 1lt . (II-15a) 
that SChw!rz,l·s inequality implies Ill:! 1 • (II-ISb) 
Using the subscript 0 to indicate the location 
Note 
and orientation coordinates of the actual dipole, the 
surface potential 1s 
(II-16) 
The filter function h will be chosen proportional to 
the theoretical surface potential of an arbitrsr1 
dipole: 
h h(e,¢Jr,~,w,~,P) =sd(e,¢lr,p,w,~,~)/c(r,1V,w,~,~) 
(II-11) 




c (r, ~,w,O( ,~) = [Js~( e, ¢, r ,y-,w,<:><,p ) dq]~ 
As 8 result of this definition 
y = 
jh(9,rp)v(S,,p)dq 
[fv 2 ( a, s6) dq]~ • 
( II-18) 
• (II-19) 
Since v has a random component, Y is 8 random process 
18 
'. 
which depends on the parameters of the arbitrary dipole: 
~h(a,¢lr,~,w,«,~)v(a,~)dq 
.." (r,v,w,O<,fJ) = ~ (11-20) (fv2 (a,¢)dq] 
If the assumption i8 made that the noise is negligible, 





Now hand sd will be linearly dependent, and 
therefore y will equal one, when the five parameters ot 
the assumed dipole correspond to those of the actual 
dipole; that is, 1 is one when r=rO' V1=~.f!o .. LJ~ .. CX=Cb~ 
and)1=)10. The dipole position and orientation may there-
fore be found by finding the set of parameter values (r,yr, 
LJlX,S) for which 7' attains its maximum value of one. 
If the. noise is small but not negligible, it 1s 
to be expected that a maximum value of Y will still 
occur when its arguments are near the actual dipole 
position and orientation. The set of parameters which 
maximizes y then provides an esti~ate of the actual 
dipole parameters •. 
The cosine, Y, is proportional to the matched 
filter output since Jv2dq is constant for a particular 
experiment and /h2dq is constant by definition. Com-
bining equations 11-8 and II-20, 
19 
b(r,~,w,~,~) = fh(e,¢lr,~,w,«,P)v(e,¢)dq 
= Y(r,~,w'~JP)[fv2(e,;)dqJ~ (11-22) 
For purposes of determining the dipole location end 
orientation, maximizing b is therefore equivalent to 
maximizing y. 
20 
C. SEARCH PROCEDURE DEVELOPHENT 
The straightforward approach to determining the 
source position and orientation would be to divide the 
range of each dipole parameter into segments, evaluate 
b for all possible combinations, and select the set of 
values for which b is a maximum. However, since five 
parameters are involved, the number of calculations 
required becomes prohibitive if the increments are chosen 
small enough to obtain reasonable accuracy. 
The number of calculations required may be re-
duced by modifying the above algorithm 8S follows. For 
a specific set of position coordinates (rl,y1,w1), find 
the aet of orientation parameters which maximizes b. 
Repeat the procedure for all locations in the sphere and 
select the location and corresponding orientation for 
which b is a maximum. The advantage of this algorithm 
ia that, as will now be shown, the deaired orientation 
for a given location may be determined with a small 
amount of computation, and without using an iterative 
procedure. 
In eq. 11-17, the filter response function, h, 
was defined to be proportional to the surface potential 
as expressed in eq. 11-2. However, in the derivation 
21 
whioh follows, an equivalent definition based on eq. 11-3 
will be more convenient. 
Repeating eq. 11-3, 
S (e,¢ I r ,y;,LJ, dr' dt], d¢) = drs r (f) ,1; I r ,1.jJ,w> 
+ desd(e,~lr,yr'Lfl + d/}l}e,Plr,y;~) . 
The matched filter will now be defined proportional to 
the dipole surfaoe potential as defined in eq. 11-3. 
h<e,P r r,?jJ,LJ,dr , de,dp) = 
[ drsr <8,¢ [ r ,'/J,LJ) + deBe <e [pI r ,'/J.tJ 
+. ~Sp(e,?J r,Y;,L. . .lJ] lo{ r,1/1,~~dr,de,d# (11-24a) 
Since the fune tion sd' whioh forms the numera.tor 
of eq. 11-11, is defined to be the surface potential 
produoed by a dipole with unit magnitude, the numerator 
of eq. 11-24- 1s equal to 
[d~ + de + d~]~ = 1 • (11-24b) 
To determine the value of 0, square both sides of the 
equation and integrate over the surfaoe, giving 
fh2<9 ,cpr r.y;.L..!, dr' de. dcpldq = 
[ d; j.;(o.¢/ r.Y;.lvldq 
+ 2drde j Sr<9,¢f r ,tjJ,w)se(e,p(r,y;,W)dq 
+ 2dAjJ :r (e .¢ [ r .Y;.l,.;) "p«(} .¢ I r .y;.Wl dq 
+ de jse<e,¢ f r ,1f!,w) dq 
+ 2d(Jd¢ Fe<9,cjJ[r,tjJ,L.;)srp(9,p[r,1jJ,w)dq 
+ d¢ j"f,(9.Pf r.I/J.l,.;)dq 1 /c2( r.Y;.L..!,dr. de.dpl • (II-2Sl 
In appendix A, it is shown that the surface 
potentials produoed by the three component dipoles are 
mutually orthogonal. As a result, the cross terms of 
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the above equation are equal to zero, and this equation 
reduces to fh2(8,¢1 r,t/J,LJ,dr,de,'tp)dq = 
[ d; 1s;(e .1'1 r.tjJ.L-)dq 
+ de Ise<e,¢/ r,l/JUdq 
+ d¢J s~(e.¢1 r .\fI.w?dq] /c2( r.tjJ.LJ. dr' de' d¢J • I II-26J 
The left side of this equation is equal to one, by 
equation 11-18; so, making this sUbstitution in eq. 11-26 
and rearranging terms gives 
cl r.\fIU dr' de' 4pJ = [d~ JS~le.¢lr.\fI.L.fJdq 
2) 
+ dO J se (e rP I r .\fI.L,) dq + d:tJ.¢( e .1'1 r if.L-) dq ] ~ • (II -27 J 
For later use, a set of three filters will be 
defined, one matched to each component of s. Three 
constants, c r ' ce' and c1" will first be defined as 
follows: 
c r ( r ,lji,LlJ = [Js~le.¢lr.\fI,lJldq] ~ (II-28a) 
ce (r ,tf.!"..J] = Use ( e .¢ I r .\f!.L.fJ dq ] ~ (II-28b) 
C¢ ( r ,tp,IJ) = [J "¢ (e .1' I r .\fI.L,) dq] ~ (II-28c) 
The three filter response functions hr' he' and ~' which 
are matched to the sr' ae' and a¢ dipole components, 
rospectively, may now be defined as 
hr {8,¢ ( r ,1.p~) = sr< e,¢[ r ,iji,LJ) IC
r 
(r ,!/J,LJ (II -29a) 
he<9fJ>( r,V'~vJ) = se<e,¢i r,rjJJvlJ/ce(r,t/J,w (II-29b) 
h¢<efPf r,I/J,LJ = sp<erp! r,tJ!,J.J/c¢<r,VJ,w) (11-29c) 
With cr. ce' and C)6 as defined in eq. 11-28, it is obvious 
that these response functions conform-to the constraint, 
expressed in eq. 11-18, that the integral of the square ot 
each response function be equal to unity. 
By substituting equations 11-28 into 11-27, that 
equation becomes 
c< r .tjJ.W,dr • de.dcpl = [d;C;< r.tjJ.:J 
2 2 llf 2 2 ,1 ( ] ~ 
+ dec(){r,~,t.J + dcpccp{r''i-',lJ) • (11-30) 
Next, define the variables 
d~ = drc r ( r ,ljJu Ic (r ,7jJJ....}, dr' de,dcp) (II -31a) 
de = dece<r,tf!l\.J/c(r,t/J,LJ,dr,de'~) (II-31b) 
d~ = ~ct>{ r ,'/lJ.JJ Ic (r ,l/J,L.},dr ,de'4p) • (II-)lc) 
Solving these equations for dr' de' and d~, substituting 
into eq. 11-)0, and dividing by c, it is found that 
(d~)2 + (de)2 + (~)2 = 1 • (11-32) 
The relationship between the filter response 
function, h, and the three component response functions 
may be determined by solving equations 11-29 for sr' 
se' and s~' solving equations 11-31 for dr' de' and ~ 
and substituting into equation 11-24. After cancelling 
terms, it is found that 
h(e ,cpr r,t/J,W, dr' de' d¢) = 
d~br«() ,¢[ r ,tjlUJ 
+ de he <e ,cpr r ,7jJ,WJ 
+ d¢h¢;<e ,¢l r ,t/.!~) · (11-33) 
To determine the dipole orientation which maxi-
mizes the filter output tor a given position, combine 
eq. 11-8 and eq. 11-33, to obtain 
b{ r, P,w, dr' dO' d¢>= 
d' (h (e,;lr,~,w)v(9,~)dq 
rJ' r 
+ d~fha(e,f.lr,~,w)V(O,¢)dq 
+ d~fh1(e'1Ir,JV,~)v(e,1)dq • . (11-34) 
This result may be thought of as the lnner product 
of the two vectors 
D' = [' • t t dr,da,dpJ (11-35) 
and 
b ~h (9,¢)v(e,l)dq 
r r 
B = be = !he(e,¢)v(e,~)dq (11-36) • 
b¢ fh~(e,~)v(e,p)dq 
2S 
For a given function v(e,¢) and set of coordinates 
(r,p,w), tho values of b
r
, be' and b"msy be calculated 
using eq. 11-36 ; end the magnitude of vector D' is one, 
from eq. 11-32. Therefore, by Schwarz's inequality, 
. , 
b in eq. 11-34 is maximum when vectors D and Bare 
linearly dependent. 
, 
That is, the value of D which 
maximlzes the fllter output, b, for sn assumed dipole 
position is 
D' = B m g , 
where g is a constant of proportionality. Since 
ID~I = 1, slBI = 1, or g c l/lsi • So, 
D' = BIIBI • 
m 
(11-37) 
Substituting this result into eq. 11-34, the Ma~imum 
filter output, b , for an assumed dipole location 
III 
(r,)h-,w) i8 




EquBtion 11-38 gives in closed form the maximum 
value of b over the parameters ~ end ~ with r,~ endw 
fixed. To determine the dipole location it is necessary 
to maximize b over the parameters r,p, and w also. While 
this operation could be performed using on iterative 
procedure like that used by Schnoider, the maximum can 
also be approximated by evaluating bm for discrete points 
in the sphere and selecting the point for which b m is 
a maximum. 
Arter the dipole locations are determined, the 
megni tudes of the component dipoles may be ca,lculated 
uaing equations ~hich will now be derived. 
Substitute v = 8 + n into eq. 11-36 with the 
aignal, s, represented as in eq. 11-3. If the actual 
dipole location is rO = (rO',bO'wO)' the equation for 
br at that point now becomes 
b (Fo) = fh (6"qZ:O)[d s (e,~lro) 
r r r r 
+ de s e (e,1I Fo ) + d¢s~(e,¢IFo) + n(e,~)Jdq • (11-39) 
Since, as previously stated, the surface potentials due 
to the three component dipoles are mutually orthogonal, 
this equation reduces to 
br(rO) = drfhr(e,~lro)sr(e,~lro)dq 
+ ~hr(e,plro)n(e,~)dq • 
substituting eq. 
d = r 
br('rO) 




for dr yields: 
(11-41) 
In the absence of noiae, the ratio of brto or 
gives the correct value of dr. When the noise is non-
zero, this ratio provides an estimate of dr with the 
error given by the last term of eq. 11-41. 
The estimated values of the othor two components 
may be obtained in a similar manner, giving 
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A 
br(ro)/cr(ro ) (11-42a) d :: r 
The 
A 
de = ba(ro)/cs(ro ) 
~ rp = b~(Fq)/c~(Fo) • 
orror in each component is then* 
(d'r - dr > = [fhr (e, 11 ro )n( a, ~)dq] /cr(ro ) 
«i'e - de) = [!he(S,rlro)n(S,';)dq]/ce(ro) 





(11 .. 430) 
In summary, the simplified locating procedure 
consists of the following operations: 
(1) Divide the renge of each of the position 
coordinates r,)lr,l.J into segments. 
(2) For each set of position coordinates evaluate 
br , bO' b~, end bm using equations 11-)6 and 11-38. 
(3) Compare the resulting values of b
m 
and solect 
the set of coordinates which produced the largest 
magnitude. This point is the estimated dipole 
post tion. 
(4) The component magnitudes may then be calculated 
using eq. 11-42. 
*Tnese equatIons assume the dipole location is known 
exactly. In general, the noise cen also cause 
error in the estimated dipole position which will 
in turn cause more error in the magnitudes calculated 
w~ th eq. II -42. 
D. DISCRETE CASE 
In 0 practical application the surface potential, 
v, is known only at a finite Bet of points, corresponding 
to the electrode positions. Tho Matched filter detection 
procedure will therefore be developed for the discrete 
c8se also. 
From equation 11-1, the surface potentials at m 
electrode locations are 
i = 1, ••• 1'1'1 • 
In addition, frOM eq. 11-2, 
s(ei'¢if r,l/1,W:::x.,f3,d) = dSd(ei,cPil r,YJ,W,CX.fi>, i=l, ••• m • 
Letting V, S, Sd' and N be M dimensional column vectors 
corresponding to functions v, s, sd' and n, respectively, 
these two sets of equations may be expressed as 
V = S + N 
S( r ,l/J,W,O(,ft,d > = dSd (r ,l/J,w,CI..,f3> 
(11-44- > 
(11-44b) 
For this vector space, eq. 11-15 for the cosine 
of the angle between two vectors, B and V, ia replaced b1 
Htv 
Y =----IHII V, • , 11"1 S 1 • (11-45) 
As in the continuous case, applying Schwarz's inequalitJ. 
y is equal to one when H is proportional to S, assuming 
that the noise is negligible. The filter response vector, 
H, tor a dipole with a given Magnitude and orientation 
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is theretore proportionsl to the surface potential vector, 
S, ot that dipole. Corresponding to eq. 11-18, the 
constant ot proportionality will be chosen such that 
IH] = 1 • (11-46) 
Therefore, define the constant c for the discrete CBse ss 
c (r ,l./J,W,(X,j3) = Is d (r ,t/I,W,CX13) f • (II-47a) 
Eq. 11-46 is then satisfied if H is defined as 
H( r ,l./J~,a..f3) = 3d (r ,t/!,W,Ci..J3) /e (r ,tfJ,W,Ct..ft> • ( II-47b) 
Eq. 11- 45 then becomes 
• (11--48 ) 
As in the continuous case, the magnitude ot V 
1s constant tor a given set of data, so the Matched 
filter output, b, roay be defined as the nu~erator ot 
eq. 11-48. Therefore, eq. 11-22 for the discrete case 
becomes 
b(r,)l;w,Cl(,~) = [H(r,p,w,o<,~)]ty 
= Y(r,-I-,w,o<,p)IVI 
• 
The simplifications developed 1n section C 
(11-49) 
may be applied to the discrete case as well. EquBtions 
11-23 through 11-25 of section Care repleced by the 
following: 
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s(r,tjJ,LJ,dr,de,d¢) = drSr(r,t/Ju 
+ deS() ( r ,t/J,~ + ctpScp( r ,tjJU (II-50) 
HCr,W,W,dr,de,d¢/ = (drSr(r,i'u + deSe(r,'/J.LJ 
+ ¥p( r ,l/J.t.J) ] /e (r ,lji,LJ, dr' de,dcp) (II-51) 
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t:_ (2t t t H-H = drSrSr + 2dr deSr Se + 2dr d¢SrS¢ 
2t t 2t] 2 
+ deSeSe + 2dectpSeS¢ + drpScpScp 10 (II-52) 
At thi3 point B possible problem arises. Equation 
11-26 utilized the fact that the functions hr' he. and b; 
are mutually orthogonal over the surface~ In the discrete 
@':cBse, there is no guarantee that Hr' He' and H~ will be 
e~actly mutually orthogonal. It is, however, to be 
expected that these three vectors will be approximately 
orthogonal if 8 large number of electrodes are used and 
they are evenly distributed over the surfaoe. 
Based on the assumption that Hr , He' and H~ are 
orthogonal, equations 1I-26 throug!1 Il·38 rt.Dy be replaced 
by: 
0e( r ,t/J;J) 
c¢< r,V!,LJ 
Hr { r,tjJ,1v..f) = Sr( r,tjhJ) IOr( r,?jJU 
He(r,t/J,lJ) = Se{r,t/J,W/ce(r,ljJJ..J) 








d~ = drCr(r,t/J,LJ/c<r,tjJ,LJ,dr.de,.d¢) 
de = deC
e 
(r.yftJJ Ic( r,Y;,W,dr,d(),d# 
d~ = ~C¢{ r,ljJu Ic( r,t/!,LJ, dr' de,dcp) 
(d~) + (de}2 + (~)2 = 1 
I LJ • )/1 H(r,y/, ,dr,de'~) = drHr(r'r~ 
+ dife( r,'/J,Lll + 'Vf¢( r,tjJ~ 
b( r ,tjJJ..J, dr' de' 4p) = d~H;( r ,Y;,LllV 








D' = [' , 't dr,de,d"J 
b Ht(r,y,w)V 
r r 
B = be = H:< r,y,v.»V 
b~ H;< r,~,w)V 
D' = B/IBI III 
The maximum output ror an assumed location 




b (r,?-,w) = D' -B = IBI <11-6.5) 
III III 
In the continuous case the approximate dipole 
location was determined by finding the set of location 
coordinates ~hicb Maximized bill in eq. 11-38. Similarly, 
in the discrete case the location is determined by 
finding the set of coordinates which maximizes b. in 
eq. 11-65_ 
To determine the magnitudes or the dipole com-
ponents, equations 11-39 through 11-43 May be revised 
for the discrete case as follows: 
br(ro ) = H;<ro>[drSr(ro ) + deSe(rO) 







The estimated component values are 
and the error components due to noise are 
(~r - dr > = H;(ro)N/cr(ro ) 
(de - de> = H~(ro)N/c9(rO) 








E. RELATIVE ACCURACY 
In this section, the matched filter procedure 
will be compared to the procedure used by Schneider, 
which was described in Chapter I. As stated in section 
II-A, it will be assumed that the electrode potentials 
are measured with respect to a neutral reference. With 
this restriction, it will be shown that the estimated 
dipole location and orientation determined by these two 
procedures will be the same. 
The procedure used by Schneider is to find the 
set of dipole location, orientation, and magnitude 
parameters which minimize the quantity (eq. 1-5): 
The matched filter procedure determines the dipole 
(11-71) 
location and orientation by finding the set of parameters 
which maximizes 
(11-72) 
It will be important to note that minimizing ~ 
determines the dipole location, orientation end magnitude, 
while minimizing]r determines only the dipole location 
and orientation. A further step, defined by eq. 11-69, 
is required to determine the dipole magnitude using the 
matched filter procedure. 
The vector Wm in eq. 11-71 is the set of measured 
electrode potentials; vector Wm is therefore equivalent 
to vector V in eq. 11-72. Vector We is the set of theo-
retical surface potentials produced by a dipole with 
arbitrary location, orientation, and magnitude. This 
vector is equivalent to the vector S, as defined in 
eq. 11-44b. Therefore, using eq. 11-44b, 
Wc = s{r,t/J,W,CX,j3,d) , 
or 
We = dS d ( r ,t/J,W,C(,j3> , 
or, using eq. 11-47b, 




In this analysis, it will be convenient to use 
a geometrical interpretation of these quantities. 
Vectors V (or Wm) and We may be thought of as points in 
an m dimensional space, where m is the number of elec-
trodes. The unit vector H will be considered to be the 
direction of a line passing through the origin. Eq. 11-75 
then indicates that the point We lies on this line at a 
distance de from the origin. 
By substituting V for Wm and eq. 11-75 for We' 
eq. 11-71 becomes 
Iv - dCHI2 
, = Ivl2 (11-76) 
Since V does not change during the locating process, 
~ can be minimized by minimizing only the numerator 
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of eq. 11-76. In addition, since the magnitude of 8 
vector is nonnegative, the squaring operation can also 
be omitted from the numerator. Minimizing ( is there-
fore equivalent to minimizing the quantity 
),Jr,VJ,W,O<.,f3,d) = Iv - dc(r,t/J,W,CX,j3)H(r,t/J,W/Y.,j3>J (11-77) 
which is the distance from point V to a point, Wc ' which 
lies on the line defined by H. 
Let V be expressed as the sum of two components: 
Vh , which lies in the direction of H; and Vp , which is 
orthogonal to H. Thus, 
• 
Since H is a unit vector, the component Vh is 
Vh = (VtH)H 
and 
v = V - (V~)H P 
substituting these equations into eq. 11-11, 





which, using the generalized Pythagorean theorem, is 
equal to 
I( VtH - de)H 12] ~ 
or 
A= [IVp I2 + (V~ - de)2] ~ • 
It is easily seen that this quantity 
respect to d it 
dc = v~ , or 
d = vta/c • 
, (11-82) 
(11-83) 
is minimized with 
(11-84) 
(11-85) 
substituting this result back into equation 11-77, the 
minimum value of A with respect to d is 
Ad = Iv - (V~)Hl • (II-86) 
This equation may be expanded to give 
Ad = [/V/ 2 - 2(Vtn)(Vtn) + (Vtn)2] ~ (11-87) 
or 
• (11-88) 
Substituting eq. 11-72, 
Ad = [/vI2 _12IvI2]~ . (11-89 ) 
Finally, since eq. 11-77 indicates that 
,= )..2/fvI2 , ( 11-90) 
the minimum of ~ with respect to d is 
'd =A~/lvI2 , (11-91) 
or, by eq. 11-89, 
'd = 1 -72 • (11-92) 
Since the magni tude of 7 cannot be greater than 
one, it is obvious from eq. 11-92 that ~ will reach its 
minimum va lue when r is a maximum. The dipole loca tion 
and orientation determined using the matched filter will 
therefore be the same as the location and orientation 
determined using Schneider's procedure. 
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III. SIMULATIONS 
Tests have been performed to verify that a two 
dimensional matched filter can be used to indicate the 
location o~ a current dipole, and to investigate the 
performanoe of this locating procedure under various 
conditions. For these tests, computer programs were 
written which generate simulated surface potential data 
and then perform the filtering operation on this data. 
Filter outputs are evaluated for different dipoleorien-
tations as a function of the position of the filter 
dipole (that is, a dipole to which the filter response 
function is matched). 
One purpose of these tests is to determine the 
resolution of the matched filter with respect to position. 
It is desirable that the matched filter output decrease 
very rapidly as the filter dipole moves away from the 
actual dipole. Such performance would be advantageous 
for two ressons. First, if more than one source were 
present, a plot of the filter output would then show a 
distinct spike indicating the position of each source. 
Second, a narrow peak should make it possible to deter-
mine the source position with greater precision when 
noise is present. 
Another purpose of these tests is to investigate 
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the effects of some practical problems related to the 
implementation of the matched filter. Matters which 
have been simulated include the effect on filter reso-
lution of the use of discrete surface potential samples 
rather than continuous data, changing of the number of 
electrodes, and the omission of electrodes on a portion 
of the surface. These problems will be described more 
fully in the discussions of the individual tests. 
In all of the tests to be described, the theo-
retical surface potentials were calculated using the 
single sphere model of the human heed. The signal 
source is a single current dipole oriented in either a 
radial or tangential direction. The simulation programs 
calculate the resulting response of one or more of the 
component filters whose impulse responses are defined in 
eq. II-29. Multiple sources, noise sources, and possible 
distortions due to inaccuracies of the model are not con-
sidered in these simulations. 
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It has been shown by Schneider19 that the surface 
potentials predicted by the single sphere model for dipoles 
near the surface are substantially inaccurate. There-
fore, primary emphasis in these simulations has been 
placed on dipoles located between the center and 70% of 
the radius of the sphere. 
To calculate the surface potentials, the dipole 
magnitude and certain physical parameters of the model 
must be specified. For the single sphere model, the two 
required parameters are the radius of the sphere and its 
conductivity (see appendix A). However. from equations 
A19 through A21 of appendix A, it can be seen that the 
only result of a change in the values of these parameters, 
or of the dipole magnitude, is to scale the potential at 
all points on the surface by a constant factor. As a 
result, the shape of the response curves of the component 
filters may be determined using arbitrary values for 
these parameters; the actual values of the component 
filter outputs may then be determined, if desired, by 
applying a scale factor derived from the actual values 
of these parameters. 
For purposes of these simulations, the factor 
(Pi/41Tc1R) of equations A19 through A21 is adjusted so 
that the integral of the square of the potential over 
the surface is unity. This selection produces two ad-
vantages. First, it causes the filter output to equal 
unity when the actual dipole and filter dipole are 
identical, which facilitates comparison of different 
curves. Second, as can be seen from equations 11-28 
and 11-29, the constant of proportionality, c, becomes 
unity, so that the surface potential due to an actual 
dipole is now identical with the impUlse response of 8 
filter dipole having the same location and orientation. 
As a result, the actual dipole and filter dipole may be 
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interchanged without affecting the filter output, thus 
halving the amount of computation required in many of 
the simulations. 
The simulation results are presented in this 
chapter in the form of graphs. The programs used and 
the actual data generated are listed and described in 
appendix B. 
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A. SURFACE POTENTIALS 
Before simulating the matched filter, the surface 
potential functions were calculated for radial and tan-
gential dipoles using the single sphere model. 
As shown in appendix A, if the coordinate system 
is chosen such that the dipole lies on the z axis, the 
potential due to the radial component is independent 
of ¢ • while the potential due to a tangential component 
is a sinusoidal function of~. Therefore, the surface 
potentials were calculated and plotted as a function 
of e only. 
Plots of surface potential as a function ot 
dipole depth are shown in figures 2 and). An obser-
vation which may be made trom these figures is that the 
shape ot the ourves changes only slightly with changes 
in dipole depth. Effects of this fact will be discussed 
more fully in the next section. It will also be noted 
that the signal tends to become concentrated in 8 8malle~ 
region around the z axis as the dipole moves closer to 
the 8uri'ace. 
Total signal energy* was also calculated for 
~As was stated In section II-B, the energy is defined 
here as the integral of the square of the voltage 
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B. RESOIlJTION TESTS 
To test the sensitivity ot the matched filter 
to changes in the location of the dipole, the filter 
output was calculated and plotted for several types ot 
mismatch between the filter and the dipole coordinates. 
Caloulations were made of the filter response 
a8 a function of the dipole location parameters r 
and .,p-. These calculations were made for both radial 
and tangential dipoles. In addition, the output ot a 
tangential filter detecting 8 radial dipole was calculated 
as a func tion of Yr. 
Figure 4 shows the filter response for variation 
of Y. Both radial and tangential dipoles lie on the z 
axis at r = 0.6 with the tangential dipole oriented in 
the 8~ direotion. The curves for a radial filter 
deteoting a radial dipole and for a tangential filter 
and dipole are drawn from data points spaoed .02~ 
radians apart. It will be noted that the filter ls 
more sensl tive to Y variation for a tangential dipole. 
than for a radial one. 
The third ourve of fig. 4 is the response ot 
a radial filter to a tangential dipole (or equivalent11, 
as explained in the introduction, the response of a tan-
gential filter to a radial dipole). 
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This curve is drawn from data points spaced .05 radians 
apart. The maximuM value is approximately i = 0.67 at 
~= O.25~. When the filter and dipole positions are 
the same (~= 0), the dipole potential is orthogonal to 
the filter response function and the output is zero, as 
expected. 
Figure 5 shows the response ot the filter to 
cbanges in r for actual dipoles located at r = .1, .), 
.5, .7, .8, and .9. Comparison with tig. 4 shows that .' 
the filter is much less sensitive to variation in r than 
to variation in JU. It can also be seen that in this oase 
the filter is more seleotive tor radial thaD tor tangen-
tial dipoles. 
This lack ot sensitivity to r is not surprising 
since, from figures 2 and 3, the surface potential it-
self changes only slowly with ohanges in r. 
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m-hl1:; sf t FIGURE 5. Fii~'--;:;pL;;~'e for -1--Ld;~~th;i~s~~'t~hH-'-be~;e;;;~filt~;H4~';d~di;~1~:I-~ I;h:~$~i:!E1 
tmH#-tt,@=+ filter outputs are shown for dipoles at r - _.1, .3, .5, .7, .8, and .9. HtJ:H:j:j 
c. EFPECTS OF W0MEER OF ELECTRODES 
In practice, the surface potential 1s known only 
at the electrode locations and not at every point on the 
surface. I t is therefore of in teres t to de ter:n1ne how 
the selectivity of the locating procodure is affected 
by variations in the number of electrodes. 
To simulate operation with a finite number of 
electrodes, a computer progr8~ was written to evaluate 
the filter outputs given by eq. II-53 (See appendix B 
for the program and printouts). A series of runs were 
rr.ade for depth mismatch using from 8 to 99 electrodes 
on each hemisphere with the electrode positions deter-
mined by an algorithm described in appendix B. The 
actual dipole used in each case is a radial or tangen-
tial dipole at r = 0.5. Results are plotted in figures 
6 and 7 for 8 to 66 electrodes per hemisphere. 
Comparing figuros 6 and 7 to fig. 5. it csn bo 
seen that the filter response sbapes approach those of 
the continuous case as the nu~ber cf olectrodes increoses. 
Using 8 electrodes per heMisphere, the filter shows much 
less sensitivity to changes in r near the peak of the 
curve. Increasing the number of electrodes to 21 per 
hemisphere causes the filter r~~ponse to ap?roa~b the 
continuous case over tae range frc~ r = 0.4 to r = 0.6 • 
Further increases in thl3 m.::::~e;;.'" -..;iden the 
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range over which the filter output for 'the discrete C8se 
agrees with the continuous case. 
Based on these results, some observations May 
be msde regarding the number ot electrodes per hemi-
sphere to be used. 
(1) Due to the flatness ot the curve, a substantial 
108s of accuracy may be expected in the case ot 8 
electrodes when the effect of noise is considered. 
(2) Because the filter output with 21 electrodes 
nearly matches the continuous case in the region 
near the peak of the curve, it is not clear whether 
the use of more than 21 electrodes per hemisphere 
will produce a significant increase in accuracy. 
A detailed analysis of the effects of noise on the 
results will be required before the latter question 
can be resolved. 
Both observations must be qualified in tbat 
they are based on changes in filter sensitivity to 
variation in r only. Changes in sensitivity to variations 
in -;6- and w shou Id be Inve s tlga ted also. 
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D. EFFECT OF SURFACE TRUNCATION 
The simulations described in the previous 
section assumed that the electrode locations were spread 
evenly over the entire spherical surface. In reality, 
the possible 10oations are limited by the shape of the 
head to approximately one hemisphere. To investigate 
the effent of this limitation, the filter outputs desoribed 
in section C were reoa1cu1ated using only the electrode 
locations on the hemisphere for which z is greater than 
zero. These results are shown in figure8 8 and 9. 
The curves of figures 8 and 9 snow very little 
change from the curves of figures 6 and 7. One reason 
for the lack of change is the fact that the dipole is 
near the z axis. From figures 2 and 3, it can be seen 
that the surface potential is small on the hemisphere 
for which z is negative (!_ ~., s>n/2). Therefore, very 
little of the signal energy is lost by neglecting tho con-
tribution of this hemisphere. While simulations were not 
Made for other dipole locations, it is expected that filter 
selectivity using one hemisphere will decrease as the di-
pole moves closer to the unused hemisphere and more signal 
energy is lost due to surface truncation. 
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E. CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, the following conclusions may be 
reached regarding the matched filter locating procedure 
as a result of the computer simulations which have been 
performed: 
(1) The Matched filter detection process exhibits 
more sensitivity to changes inyandw than to 
changes in r. Therefore, it is expected that the 
depth of 8 dipole source cannot be determined to 
the same degree of precision as its lateral position. 
(2) Filter selectivity tends to increase as the 
number of electrodes increases. In particular, for 
the cases simulated, it was found that use of 8 or 
fewer electrodes per hemisphere produces a substantial 
loss of selectivity; while the use of more than 21 
electrodes per hemisphere produces only slight in-
creases in selectivity. 
(3) Inability to measure potentials over a portion 
of the surface does not necessarily result in a large 
decrease in selectivity. For the cases simulated, 
the potentials omitted were of low magnitude; and 
under these conditions the effect of their omission 
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on the filter selectivity was slight. 
In the course of these siMulations, some areas 
which merit further investigation were identified. 
These areas are 8S follows: 
(1) In the simulations for a finite number of elec-
trodes, the effects of modifications on filter 
sensitivity to changes in r were observed. Further 
tests should be made to determine the effects or 
these Modifications on the sensitivity to yand w 
variation. 
(2) The electrode positions used in these simulations 
were chosen to provide an even distribution over the 
surface area. However, improvements in selectivity 
for a given number of electrodes May be possible by 
modifying the electrode positions. Investigations 
to determine an optimum electrode pattern should 
be conducted. 
(3) Since the single sphere model is known to be 
inaccurate tor dipoles near the surface, the results 
of these simulations should be verified using the 
three spheres model. 
(4) While the obtainable accuracy of the locating 
procedure is obviously related to the selectivity of 
the filter, 8 quantitative statement of their relation-
ship will require an analysis of the effects of 
noise on the filter output. Suoh an analysis has 
been started; the incomplete results are shown in 
appendix C. 
IV. SUMMARY 
A new technique has been presented for deter-
mining the location, orientation, and magnitude of a 
dipole current source in a volume conductor by measuring 
the surface potential at a finite number of points. This 
technique is based on the application of the matched fil-
ter concept of communications theory to a spherioal surface. 
In addition, it has been shown that the amount of com-
putation required can be greatly reduced by resolving 
an arbitrary dipole into three components with fixed 
orientation and considering each component separately_ 
Computer simulations have also been performed to demon-
strate the operation of this technique. 
It was shown in section II-E that the matched 
filter should produce approximately the same result as other 
approaches which have been used previously; improved 
accuracy is therefore not an advantage of this technique. 
The matched filter method does, however, offer some 
advantages which will now be discussed. 
The previous locating method, 8S used by Schneider, 
was based on an iterative search for the aet of parameters 
providing a best fit to the observed data. An iterative 
procedure requires the selection of an initial set of values 
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for the unknown quantities and the specification of 
some criterion to determine when the search is to be 
terminated. As a result, failure to obtain convergence 
May occur either because the source being sought does 
not exist or because the search was started or terminated 
improperly. 
Since the matched filter method does not require 
the use of an iterative procedure, this limitation does 
not apply to it. If no peak is observed in the filter 
output, it can then be stated conclusively that no source 
exists which can be modeled as a single current dipole. 
The only requirement is that the filter output be cal-
culated for points close enough together that the peak 
cannot fall between output samples and be missed. This 
spacing can be determined frOM curves, such as those 
presented in chapter III, which show the width of the 
filter output peak. 
The Matched filter procedure also has other 
potential advantages. One of these advantages is the pos-
sibility of performing a theoretical analysis of the 
available accuracy, given the signal to noise ratio at 
the electrodes. Another potential advantage is the 
possibility of decreasing the processing time by in-
creasing the amount of memory used. The beginning of an 
error analysis is presented in appendix C; the second 
advantage is discussed more fully in the next section. 
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
The matched filter algorithm has been presented, 
and its operation has been demonstrated using simulated 
data. The next step appears to be a series ot tests to 
determine how well this algorithm will perform using 
real input data. 
Such tests should be used not only to verify that 
this algorithm works correctly, but also to characterize 
the noise that is present in actual data. Characteristics 
of importance include the statistical parameters ot the 
noise as a function of aurface position and the correlation 
of noise samples at different points on the surface. This 
information will be useful in the theoretical analysis ot 
available sccuracy and will also permit simUlations to 
be performed which more closely resemble the real world. 
Since, 8S stated previously, it has been re-
ported in the literature that the single sphere model 
introduces substantial inaccuracy, it is suggested that 
these and all subsequent studies be performed using the 
three spheres model. 
Assuming the initial tests produce satisfactory 
results, three areas related to the matched filter algo-
rithm have been identified which deserve further study. 
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These areas will now be discussed. 
One problem with the matched filter locating 
procedure, as well as Schneider's procedure, is that the 
amount of computation required to calculate the theo-
retical potentials increases substantially 8S the com-
plexity of the Model increases. Therefore, for the 
three spheres model in particular, it may be advantageous 
to decrease the processing time by using a lookup table 
to provide the theoretical surface potentials for a 
large number of dipole locations within the volume con-
ductor. For the Matched filter procedure, such a table 
would contain for each location the filter response 
vectors for the three component dipoles. 
By way of example, if the coordinates r, y, 
and ware divided into ten segments each,(producing 
1000 dipole locations), and if 21 electrodes are used, 
a total of 6) 000 words of memory would be reqpired to 
store the three response vectors for each location. This 
amount of storage is within the capacity of many mini-
computers, so such an approach is definitely feasible. 
The primary questions to be answered in future 
investigations are the number of points to be used and 
their locations. For example, the simulations presented 
in chapter III showed that the filter procedure hBs low 
sensitivity to change in dipole depth. Therefore, the 
r coordinate would probably be divided into fewer segments 
than were assumed in the above example. In addition, 
it is expected that the number of segments for the y 
and w coordinates would be decreased tor the locations 
near the center. The number and locations of points 
will be a compromise between the requirements, first, 
that the points be sufficiently close together that 
at least one calculated output will be near the peak 
of the filter output, and second, that they be chosen as 
tar apart as possible so that the amount ot memory and 
computation reqpired will be minimized. 
A second area to be investigated is the pos-
sibility that the Matched filter can be used even if more 
than one dipole source is present. Because the three 
component filters perform linear operations on the data, 
the filter output for two dipoles will be the sum of tbe 
outputs which would be produced by the dipoles indi-
vidually. Two peaks should therefore be observed in the 
filter output, one corresponding to the location of each 
dipole. The primary question to be answered in this 
regard is whether the two peaks at the dipole locations 
can be distinguished from other peaks such as those 
observed in section III-B caused by the interaction of 
a radial filter and a tangential dipole. 
The third question to be studied is the effect 
that different sensing techniques have on the obtainable 
accuracy. Three types of connections are commonly used 
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in studies of the EEG. 24 First, the potentials may 
be measured differentially between pairs of electrodes. 
Second, the potentials May be measured with the average 
of all electrode potentials used 8S a reference. Third, 
a neutral point, such as an ear olip, may be used as a 
I 
reference. 
The matched filter procedure implicitly assumes 
the use of the neutral reference, since the surface 
potentials due to the three component dipoles will not 
neoessarily be orthogonal if either of the first two 
types of connections is used. A question which there-
fore arises is whether this restriction has any effeot 
on the obtainable accuraoy. An advantage of the third 
type is that the number of independent data samples is 
equal to the number of electrodes, whereas the Maximum 
number of independent samples ia one less than the num-
ber ot electrodes tor the other two schemes. 
Preliminary tests using the simulation prograMS 
were made to compare the second and third types of oon-
nections (see appendix B, figures B14 and B15, for the 
applicable printouts). These results indicate that the 
use of a neutral reference may provide an improvement in 
performanoe. However, because these simulations do not 
include noise effects, it cannot yet be stated with 
certainty which of the three conriection methods is best. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A. SURFACE POTENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this appendix the equations for the surfaoe 
potnetial produced by a single current dipole in 8 
spherical volume conductor will be presented for both 
the single sphere and the three concentric models. It 
will then be shown that the surface potentials produced 
be the three components of the dipole are mutually 
orthogonal. 
The single sphere potential equations are 
available in the literature; the following set of 
equations* for a rectangular coordinate system are taken 
from ref. 6. 
With the origin at the center of the sphere, 
let 
X,Y,Z be the coordinates of point A on the 
spherical surface; 
R be the radius of the spbere; 
~ be the conductivity of the medium; 
Pl ,P2 ,P) be the coordinates of the dipole center; 
P4,PS,P6 be the X, Y, and Z components, respectively, 
of the dipole moment. 
*The notation used here follows that of reference 6. 
rather than that of the main body of this tbesis. 
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Now, define 
D = (p2 + p2 + p2)~ 
1 2 3 
d :& D/R 
H1 = (P1P4 + P2P5 + P3P6 )!D 
H2 = (P4X + psy + P6Z)!R 
H = (P1X + P2Y + P3Z)/{DR) 
L = (1 + d2 - 2Hd)~ 
2 d 






d( 1 - H2) 
2d dH - 1 1 
T =-- + 











The potential at point A due to the dipole is then 
A9 
For later use it will be necessary to convert 
to a spherical coordinate system. First, the rectangular. 
coordinate system msy be defined without loss of generality 
such that the dipole is located on the positive z axis. 
This definition implies that Pl and P2 beoome zero. Now, 
equations Al through A9 may be modified to beoome: 
D = P 3 
d = P /R 3 
Hl = P6 
H2 = (P4X + PsY + P6Z)/R 
= P4sineoos~ + P5sinasin~ + P600sa 
H = Z/R = cosO 













2d d,,=ose - 1 1 




V(A} ;: (3P48inacos~ + SPSsin9 sin~ + 





The ax' 8y , and 8 Z unit vectors are equivalent to 
the 8 , a , and sr unit vectors, respectively, for a point 
on the z axis. Therefore, since P4' PS' and P6 are the di-
pole components in the ax' .y' and 8 Z directions, respec-
tively, the surface potential contributions from the three 
components of the dipole are: 
scose - T 
V (A) ;: P6 r 4T{(fR A19 
Saine 
Ve(A) ;: 





{sin~)P 5 A21 
The equations defining the surface potential 
for the three sphere3 modal are also available in the 
literature. The set of equations presented here is trom 
ref. 19. 
The coordinate system for the three spheres model 
is again defined such that the center of the coordinate 
system is a the center of the three spheres and the dipole 
lies on. the positive z axis and is in the inner sphere. The 
brain is modeled 88 the inner sphere of conductivity g, 
the skull is represented by the intermediate shell of 
conductivity kg, and the scalp is the outer shell of 
conductivity jg. The current dipole has magnitude p 
with components Pr ' PS ' and P~. The dimensions of the 
model are shown in fig. Al, while typical values of the 
constants are listed in table Al. 
For point A on the surface, with coordinates 
(R,e,¢), the surface potential contribution from each 




1 [ (2n+l)3krn-1 0 
= ---~ -------p (cosS) 4~gjR2 (n+l)D n 
n n=l 
Ve(A) = --~- -------p (cos6) 1 [LOO (2n+l) 3k fl-1 1 1 
4ngjR2 n(n+l)D n 
n=1 n 
1 [LOO (2n+l) 3k tD-1 1 J V~(A) = --'"""!2~ P n( cosS) (sin~)p 
4ngjR n(n+l}D r 
n=1 .. n 
where P~ snd P~ are the Legendre polynomials, and 
Dn = (kn + k + n)(nk/j + n + l)/(n + 1) 
- (kn + k + n)(l - k/j)c2n+1 
+ (1 - k)(n + ken + 1)/j)b2n+1 









FIGURE AI. The three spheres model of the human head. 
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TABLE Al 
PARAMETERS OF ~IE THREE SPHERES MODEL 
(From Reference 4) 
PARAMETER VAlliE 
R 9.2 cm 
b 0.87 
0 0.92 




To prove that the surface potential functions 
of the three component dipoles are mutually orthogonal, 
note that for both the single sphere and three spheres 
models the surface potentials due to the three components 
are of the forms 
Vr{A) = Fl(e)Pr 
Ve(A) = F2 (9)(cos¢)Pa 




where Fl and F2 are functions which depend on the 
dimensional and electrical constants of the model and 
on 9, but not ¢. Therefore, defining the inner product 
of two functions of 9 and ~ as the integral over the 
entire surface of their product, the inner product of 
the functions Vr and Va is 
27f Tr 
(vrl Va) ="[ {Vr(R,9,s6)Va(R,9,~)R2sined9d,s 
The integral of cos~ over ~ is zero; therefore, the 
inner product is zero and the two functions are ortho-
gonal. 
Similarly, the inner product of Vr and V, is 
'Tf 27i 
(Vrlv,) = Pr P¢R
2 {Fl (9)F2 (9)sined8 {sin?df A30 
which is also zero since the integral of sin9 over 
2n is zero. 
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Finally, the inner product of Va and V; 1s 
A3l 
Again, the integral of the product of sin~ and cos~ 
over 2~ is zero, so these functions are also orthogonal. 
Therefore, the three functions V
r
, Ve, and V1 
are mutually orthogonal. 
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APPENDIX B. COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND OUTPUTS 
In this appendix the programs used to simulate 
the matched filter are presented along with the out-
put data. This data is also presented in the form of 
graphs in the main body of this thesis. 
The firat program was used to calculate the 
relative surface potentials for radial and tangential 
dipoles. The method used is a straightforward evaluation 
of equations A15 through A21 of appendix A. The mag-
nitude of the dipole component is assumed to be unity, 
and the constant 1/(4n«R) is also set equal to unity. 
Since the variation with F is sinusoidal, this variable 
is ignored and the voltages are calculated as a function 
of radial position, d, and a onlT_ 
This prograM was written in Hewlett-Packard 
Basic. Referring to the listing in figure B-I, variable 
L9 determines whether a radial or tangential dipole is 
assumed. If L9 is false (zero), potentials are calculated 
for a radial dipole; if it is true (nonzero), a tangential 
dipole i3 used. Variables a, d, S, and T of the equations 
are represented in the program by Q, D, Sl, and Tl, 
respectively_ 
Outputs for radial and tangential dipoles are 
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1000 REM PROGRAM TO CALCULATE SUR~ACE POTENTIALS. 
1 0 ~~J 5 I >J PUT L Ii 1 N ~~j 
1006 FOR D9=1 TO 3 
1 G 1 11'< P F( I i'n II THE H.j" , II ", II D E P T Ii " 
: 0 "L :5 F' i:.: I NT" D E G . " , (:~: * ;:: ':,;' -2) / 1 0 , (:::: * 1:' '7' - 1 ) / U! r (:::: * D ':,;,) I 1 \) 
1030 FOR 01=1 TO N0-1 
10 4 0 LET Q=(Ql/N0)*2.14159 
1 Qj55 
F,-·I"", 1_' i\ 
LE:~T 
Dl=3*D9-2 TO 3*D9 
[=[i1/10 
10b0 LET C=COS(O) 
1070 L[T S=SIN(O) 
1080 LET L=SQR(ltD*ID-2*C» 
1090 LET S1=2/(L~3)+(D-C)/(D*L*S~2)+C/(D*S~2) 
110; LET Tl=2*D/(L~3)+(D*C-l)/(D*L*S~2)+1/(D*S~2) 
1110 !F L9 THEN 1140 
~ 1 :;: ~~:! GOT ell ~ Qj 
1140 LET V=Sl*S 
11:5;~j PRINT i), 
116C! NEXT D1 
l1i:,5 PRINT 
1170 NEXT 01 
11.9iV FRItH 
1 2: i:i 0 t'! EXT [: ':,;' 
: 2 1 ,~j ~:; TOP 
: 2Zi~J END 
FIGURE Bl. Program to calculate theoretical surrace 
potentials. Potentials produced by radial and tangential 
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shown in figures B-2 and B-3. Plots ot these data are 
shown in chapter III, figures 111-1 and 111-2. 
DEPTH MISMATCH SIl~LATlONS 
Two programs were written to ,calculate the 
theoreticsl effect of depth mismatch on the filter out-
put (see figures B-4 and B-7 for prograM listings). 
These prograMs evaluate the functions b
r
, ba' or b~ as 
defined in eq. 1I-36. The function v(e,¢) in these 
equations is the surface potential of a current dipole 
on the z axis having the same orientation as the dipole 
to which the filter is matched. 
The equations for the single sphere Model frOM 
appendix A are again used with the component dipole 
magnitude, the radius R, and the constant 1/(4~~R) all 
set equal to one. For a radial dipole, the integral to 
be evaluated is 
b = rb (e,~)v( e,~)dq 
r J'r 







where rO and r l are the radial position coordinates of 
the actual dipole and the filter dipole, respective11. 
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DEPTH SETTINGS: • 1 
• 1 
I INTEGRAL VAL.UES 
1~ 37.32111 
2~ 38.~851~ 38.33976 
4~ 38.2737~ 38.33656 38.33635 
8~ 38.32~69 38.33636 38.33634 38.33634 
16~ 38.33242 38.33633 38.33633 38.33633 38.33633 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .2 
• 1 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
1~ 37.87~26 
2~ 38.71487 38.99641 
40 38.92282 38.99214 38.99185 
80 38.97462 38.99189 38.99187 38.99187 
160 38.98756 38.99187 38.99186 38.99186 38.99186 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .2 .2 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
1~ 39.~9229 
20 41j.~482~ 40.36684 
4~ 40.28287 40.36U~9 40.36~71 
80 40.34128 40.36075 40.36073 40.36073 
160 4~.35589 4~.36~76 40.36076 4~.36076 4~.36076 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .3 
• 1 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 38.36150 
20 39.34529 39.67323 
4~ 39.58646 39.66685 39.66642 
80 39.64646 39.66647 39.66644 39.66644 
160 39.66142 39.66641 39.6664~ 39.66640 39.66640 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .3 .2 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
1~ 40.30577 
2~ 41.44241 41 .82128 
40 41.72005 41 .81261 41.81203 
8~ 41.78908 41.81209 41.81205 41.81205 
16~ 41.80630 41.81205 41.81204 41.81204 41.81204 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .3 .3 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 42.33932 
20 43.71443 44.17280 
40 44.04852 44.15989 44.15903 
80 44.13147 44.15912 44.15907 44.15907 
160 44015218 44.15909 44.15909 44.159~9 44.15909 
FIGURE E5. Integral values for depth mismatch with a 
radial dipole. (Page 1 of 8) 
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DEPTH SETTINGS: .4 • 1 84 
# INTEGRAL VALUES 
1(1 38.74809 
20 39.96657 40.37273 
40 40.26271 40.36143 40.36068 
80 40.33627 40.36079 40.36074 40.36074 
1613 413.35459 40.36070 40.36069 40.36069 40.36069 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .4 .2 
# INTEGRAL VALUES 
1" 41.45846 
2" 42.89120 43.36877 
40 43.23808 43.35371 43.3527" 
80 43.32417 43.35287 43.35281 43.35282 
16~ 43.34570 43.35287 43.35287 43.35287 43.35287 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .4 .3 
# INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 44.41293 
20 46.17145 46.75762 
4" 46.59467 46.73575 46.73429 
80 46.69957 46.73454 46.73446 46.73446 
160 46.72572 46.73444 46.73443 46.73443 46.73443 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .4 .4 
# INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 47.58245 . 
2" 49.85817 50.61674 
40 50.40029 50.581130 50.57862 
80 5".5344" 50.57910 50.57897 50.57898 
160 50.56786 50.57901 5~"57900 50.57900 50.57900 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .5 • 1 
# INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 38.92082 
20 40.55629 41.10145 
40 40.94686 41.07705 41.07542 
80 41.04353 41.07576 41.07568 41.07568 
160 41.06767 41.07572 41.07571 41.07571 41 .07571 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .5 .2 
# INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 42.42207 
20 44.37388 45.02448 
40 44.83782 44.99247 44.99033 
80 44.95258 44.99084 44.99073 44.99074 
160 44.98124 44.99079 44.99079 44.99079 44.99079 
FIGURE B5. Inte~ral values ror depth mismatch with 8 
radial dipole. Page 2 or 8) 
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DEPTH SETTINGS: .5 .3 
I INTEGRAL. VAL.UES 
10 46.36442 
20 46.60902 49.61722 
40 49.36142 49.57223 49.56923 
60 49.52261 49.56995 49.56979 49.56960 
160 49.55607 49.56962 49.56962 49.56962 49.56962 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .5 .4 
I INTEGRAL. VAL.UES 
10 50.62604 
20 53.99547 55.05194 
40 54.73505 54.96156 54.97669 
60 54.91736 54.97613 54.97790 54.97791 
160 54.96277 54.97791 54.97769 54.97769 54.97789 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .5 .5 
I INTEGRAL. VAL.UES 
10 55.63526 
20 60.06755 61.57163 
40 61.10333 61.44193 61.43327 
80 61.35264 61.43601 61.43562 61.43566 
160 61 .41493 61.43563 61.43560 61.43560 61.43560 
DEPtH SETTINGS: .6 • 1 
I INTEGRAL. VAL.UES 
10 36.56018 
20 41.05865 41.86460 
40 41.62622 41.81541 41.61079 
60 41.76578 41.61229 41.61209 41.81211 
160 41.60050 41.61207 41.81206 41.61206 41.61206 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .6 .2 
I INTEGRAL. VAL.UES 
10 42.63566 
20 45.62964 46.62763 
40 46.51146 46.73874 46.73261 
60 46.67693 46.73476 46.73450 46.73452 
160 46.72057 46.73446 46.73444 46.73444 46.73444 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .6 .3 
I INTEGRAL. VALUES 
10 47.62143 
20 51.57694 52.62879 
40 52.42540 52.70622 52.70019 
60 52.63352 52.70290 52.70255 52.70256 
160 52.66532 52.70256 52.70256 52.70256 52.70256 
FIGURE B5. Intefral values for depth mismatch with 8 
radial dipol~. Page 3 of 8) 
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DEPTH SETTINGS: .6 .4 
# INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 53.63584 
20 58.58380 60.23312 
40 59.68745 60.05534 60.04348 
80 59.95760 60.04765 60.04713 60.04720 
160 60.02473 60.04712 60.04709 60.04708 60.04708 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .6 .5 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 60.23586 
20 67.22510 69.55484 
40 68.74875 69.25664 69.23676 
80 69.12033 69.24419 69.24336 69.24347 
160 69.21262 69.24338 69.24333 69.24333 69.24333 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .6 .6 
# INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 67.00139 
20 77.96053 81 .61357 
40 80.25545 81.02043 80.98090 
80 80.81076 80.99586 80.99422 80.99443 
160 80.94852 80.99443 80.99434 80.99434 80.99434 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .7 .1 
# INTEGRAL VALUES 
Ira 36.79649 
20 41.30150 42.80320 
4'1 42.26224 42.58248 42.56776 
80 42.49416 42.57146 42.57072 42.57077 
160 42.55169 42.57087 42.57083 42.57083 42.57083 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .7 .2 
# INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 41 .57220 
20 47.05629 48.88432 
40 48.22025 48.60824 48.58984 
80 48.50091 48.59446 48.59354 48.59360 
160 48.57049 48.59368 48.59363 48.59363 48.59363 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .7 ~3 
# INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 47.33946 
20 54.25237 56.55667 
40 55.71030 56.19629 56.17226 
80 56.06130 56.17831 56.17711 56.17719 
160 56.14824 56.17722 56017714 56.17714 56.17714 
FIGURE B5. Interrsl values for depth mismatch with 8 
























DEPTH SETTINGS: .7 .5 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 62.50282 
20 75.33609 79.61385 
40 77.97847 78.85927 78.80898 
65.93462 
65.93465 
80 78.61035 78.82098 78.81842 78.81857 
65.93465 
160 18.76669 78.81880 78.81865 78.81865 78.81865 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .7 .6 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
lfa 71.34486 
20 91.12369 97.71663 
40 95.11841 96.45007 96.36565 
80 96.06551 96.38118 96.37660 96.31679 
160 96.29955 96.31756 96.37733 96.31733 96.37735 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .1 .7 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 77.85180 
20 112.13425 123.55914 
40 119.11887 121.44108 121.30623 
80 12fa.73689 121.27625 121.26486 121.26421 
16fa 121.13521 121.26799 121.26744 121.26749 121.26749 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .8 .1 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
lfa 31.0442fa 
20 40.48463 43.63145 
40 42.69365 43.42999 43.41656 
80 43.19066 43.35633 43.35143 43.35040 
160 43.31245 43.35306 43.35284 43.35286 43.35287 
DEPTH SETT I NG S : .8 .2 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 35.58067 
20 41.08428 50.91882 
40 49.77675 50.61423 50.65193 
80 50.38166 50.58331 50.51125 50.51591 
16fa 50.52980 50.51919 50.51891 50.51894 50.57895 
FIGURE B5. Integral values for depth mismRtch with a 
redial dipole. (Page 5 of 8) 
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DE?TH SETTINGS: .8 .3 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 41.18556 
20 55.65137 60.41330 
40 59.03963 60.16904 60.14871 
8~ 59.79940 60.05267 60.04491 60.04326 
160 59.98545 60.04746 60.04712 60.04716 60.04117 
DE?TH SETTINGS: .8 .4 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 48.11955 
20 67.06851 13.38484 
40 11.51419 72.99687 72.91101 
80 12.50894 12.84033 12.82990 12.82761 
160 72.75223 72.83333 72.83286 72.83290 72.83292 
DE?TH SETTINGS: .8 .5 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 56.52834 
20 82.75034 91.49101 
40 88.93369 90.99481 90.96113 
80 90.30942 90.16801 90.75288 90.74951 
160 90.64512 90.75783 90.15714 90.15720 90.15123 
DE?TH SETTINGS: .8 .6 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
lr.J 65.90335 
20 105.00052 118.03291 
40 114.31601 117.5r.J127 111.46582 
80 116.44173 117.13029 111.1~556 117.09984 
160 116.94571 117.11318 111.11269 117.11281 111.11285 
DE?TH SETTINGS: .8 .7 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 73.39093 
20 131.28430 158.58209 
40 153.69971 159.11151 159.21082 
80 151.23411 158.41306 158.36249 158.34903 
160 158.09372 158.38007 158.31187 158.37811 158.31820 
DE?TH SETTINGS: .8 .8 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
1~ 70.48421 
20 180.75055 217.50598 
40 218.62114 231.25269 232.16913 
80 226.36603 228.94568 228.19190 228.13828 
160 228.22040 228.83353 228.83139 228.83203 228.83243 
FIGURE BS. Integral values for depth mismatch with 8 
radial dipole. (Page 6 of 8) 
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DEPTH SETTINGS: .9 • I 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 17.84621 
20 32.75415 37.72346 
40 41.42445 44.31454 44.75394 
80 43.53635 44.24033 44.23537 44.22714 
16121 44.121121644 44. 16314 44.15799 44.15676 44.15649 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .9 .2 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 20.65593 
2121 38.77641 44.81657 
40 49.36316 52.89208 53.43045 
80 51.94231 52.80202 52.79502 52.78595 
160 52.51622 52.70753 52.70123 52.69972 52.69939 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .9 .3 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
lfa 24.17368 
20 46.84447 54.4014121 
40 60.17184 64.61430 65.29517 
80 63.41963 64.50223 64.49477 64.48237 
160 64.14200 64.33280 64.37483 64.37292 64.37250 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .9 .4 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 28.59248 
20 58.1211803 67.82655 
4121 75.48255 81.30406 82.20256 
8121 79.74065 81.1601212 81.15042 81.13373 
16121 8121.6671121 81.00259 80.99211 80.98959 8121.9891213 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .9 .5 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 34.04769 
2121 74.11070 87.46504 
4121 98.29401 106.35510 11217.61444 
8121 104.19609 106.16345 11216.15068 106.12746 
160 105.50627 105.94299 105.92830 105.92477 11215.92398 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .9 .6 
# INTEGRAL VALUES 
1121 40.28468 
20 98.32802 117.67580 
40 134.61407 146.70944 148.64502 
8121 143.48981 146.44839 1,,6.43100 146.39587 
160 145.45551 146.11075 146.08826 146.08279 146.08154 
FIGURE BS. Intefral values for depth mismatch with a 
radial dipole. Page 7 of 8) 
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DEPTH SETTINGS: .9 .7 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 45.626~9 
20 136.09888 166.25647 
40 197.89185 218.48950 221.97171 
80 213.10883 218.18115 218.16061 218.10010 
160 216.46152 217.57910 217.53397 217.52911 217.52686 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .9 .8 
# INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 44.98096 
20 191.67960 240.57913 
40 322.45270 366.04370 374.40802 
80 355.86694 367.00507 367.06915 366.95270 
160 363.11066 365.52521 365.42657 365.40051 365.39441 
DEPTH SETTINGS: .9 .9 
I INTEGRAL VALUES 
10 30.99894 
20 216.04062 277.72119 
40 585.06165 708.06873 736.75854 
80 724.99939 771.64539 775.88391 776.50500 
160 753.37219 762.82971 762.24207 762.02551 761.96875 
FIGURE B5. Integral values for depth mismatch with a 
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98 
shown explicitly since these parameters are the same tor 
both dipoles and are held constant) and or is the nor-
malizing constant defined in equation 1I-28a. Sinoe R 
has been defined to be unity and the integrand is indepen-
dent of ¢, equation B2 reduces to 
21l' 1j 
br = -0- ~Fl(elrl)Fl(elro)sineda B3 
r 
Similarly, for a dipole oriented in the aO direction, 
the integral is 
be = [heC e,;6}v( e,,c)dq 
or, 
Since the integral of co82~ over 2~ radians equals ~, 
this equation reduces to 
11 
be = -1t-~F2(elrl)F2(e'ro)sinede 0e 0 
Finally, for a dipole oriented in the a~ direction, 
the integral is 
b~ = fh~(e'~}V(e,~)dq B7 
or, 
b~ = B8 
99 
which similarly reduces to 
Tf 
b~ = ..2!.../F2(slrl )F2<slro)sinSd8 
ct/> 0 
B9 
The program listed in rig. B4 was written to 
determine as acceptable way of performing the numerical 
integrations necessary to evaluate the integrals in 
equations B3, B6, and B9. This program uses the Romberg 
integration method. 25 Program results are shown in 
rigure B5 tor a radial dipole and rigure 86 tor a tan-
gential dipole (note that the integrals ror~9 and ia~ 
direoted dipoles are identical). These outputs give the 
values ot the quantities brc
r 
and becs (or bfc~) 8:8 
runctions of rO and r 1 • 
From the program outputs, it can be seen that 
the integral converges rapidly ss the number or points 
used increases tor dipole locations near the center. 
100 
However, tor values ot rO and r l greater than approximately 
O.7~ convergence is much slower. This result is to be 
expected since the surrace potential curves change more 
rapidly ror dipoles neer the surface (see figures 111-1 
and III-2). Based on these results, it wes decided that 
160 points and a third order approximation should be used 
in evaluating the integrals (1. ~.J fifth row, third 
column, of integral values on the printouts). 
Another program was written to present the same 
data in more readable £orm (see figure"B7 for listing). 
The basic changes £rom the previous prograM are that 
the constant c
r
' ce' or o~ is included in the computation 
and that the total signal energy i8 normalized to unity. 
This program therefore calculates the parameter ~ as 
defined in equation 11-16. 
The first step of this program is to calaulate 
the integrals of equation 8),B6, or B9 as follows: 
TI 
I 1(rl ,rO) = ~F1(elrl)Fl(9Iro)sinade B10 
Bll 
It can be seen that the values of r l and rO may be inter-
changed without af£ecting the value of the integral, so 
these integrals are calculated only for values such that 
r 1 is greater than or equal to rO. 
The program output is as follows. First, for a 
radial dipole, the integral of the square of the surface 
potential (the power) is printed for each depth used. 
This value is equal to the integral 11 when r l = rOo 
In addition, the average value of the surface potential 
is printed. It will be noted that the average is zero 
to within the accuracy of the computer used (approximately 
six decimal digits). Next, the values of the parameter ~ 
are printed for values of rO and rl from 0.1 to 0.9 in 
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I F L? THE ~J 1 1 310 
Vl=C2*(C-D)/CL*L)+(1-L)/D)/L 
Hl=(2*(C-Dl)/CL1*L1)+(1-Ll)/D1)/L1 
~; 1 = '; 1 + 'v 1 * H 1 * E 
~;'Z:<;2+V 1 *S 
RETURN 
Vl=2*S/L~3+«D-C)/L+C)/(D*S) 
H 1 = .,:* ::; / Lit· :::: + ( (D 1 - C) ILl + C) I ( D 1l1- S ) 
GOTO 11 ii.!!11 
DIM B[9],C(9],R[9,9] 
1 1 7 (1 F' F: I NT" R" , II t-1 A G ·t· 2 II , II (i y' ERA G E " r " N I] R t1. t1 A G ·t· 2 II 
1180 FOR K9=1 TO 9 
11 9 I~I D = D 1 = 1-<:9/113 
12!1H3 GOSUB 16:30 
1210 IF NOT L9 THEN 1230 
1 2 2 ::'1 B 6 = Q! 
1240 C0=A6-B6~2/C4*3.1415'i) 
1250 C[K9J=SQRCC0) 
1260 PRINT D,AI.:.,B6,C0 
127f1 NEXT 1<9 
1280 IF NOT L9 THEN 1300 
12'i0 t1AT B =ZER 
1::::~1ii2) PRINT 
1310 ~OR Kl=l TO 9 
1320 FOR K2=1 TO Kl 
1:3::::!~i D=K1/l!ZI 
1 :::: 4\2) [: i = f-( 21 HI 
1 ::::5121 GO:::;UB 16:::121 
1360 R[K1,K21=(A6-B[Kll*B[K2]/(4*3.14159»/CC[K11*C[Kll)· 
1::::7(i NEXT ~::;:: 
13:::i1) PRINT 1111; 
1390 NEXT f<1 
1400 F'RHn 
1 4 1 0 F' h: IN T "F I L T E r~ R E ::; F' 0 N:; E F 1] f;: DE F' T H t1 I ::;r1 A T C H" ; 
1420 IF NOT L9 THEN 1450 
1 4 :::: (I F' R I NT" T A 14 G E N T I A L D I F' (I L E " 
1 Cf 4 ('j ('.; I) T (I 1 4 ,~, I'! 
1 4 ': 0 F Fn tH 11 R A [I I A L_ D I F' I) L E " 
14,~,O F'R HH" F~ .1 
1470 FOR Kl=l TO 9 
i4:30 R=f-<1/10 
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1519121 FOR ~2=1 TO 5 
1510 R0=R[Kl MAX K2,Kl MIN K2] 
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PRInT" R .6 
FOR 1<1:: 1 TO 0:; 
R=~~1/1!~ 
F' R I tH U ~:; I N G " # , D • D X " ; R 
FOFi~ (-(;::=6 TO 9 
R0=R[Kl MAX K2,Kl MIN KlJ 





REM ROMBERG INTEGRATION 
~:::; 1 '~:;2=!2i 
FOR 1=3'1' TO 1 STEP -1 
O=:~ .:t::::. 14159/4121 




FOR 1=79 TO 1 STEP -2 
1]=I*::::.14159/:3@ 
GO~:;UB 1 KI:3!Zi 
t~E X T I 
Al=3.14159~l/40*S1 
B2=3.14159~l/40*Sl 
FOR 1=159 TO 1 STEP -2 
Ci= r-x-:::::'14159/160 




~14= (4*(\Z-Al) /:3 
[: ij.:: ( 4~ [: ~> B 1 ) 1 :-;': 
;\5= (4*{1:>AZ) /:3 
!~5= (4*U:;;-!3Z> /:'3 
A~:,= (U:'''A5·-A4) / 15 
1:: b co ( 1 f:.'~ E: 5 - B 4) I 1 5 
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Computed radi&l filt er response for depth 
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computed tangential filt er response for depth 
The simulated source is a tangential dipole. 
Output for 8 tangential dipole ia similar. In 
this case, the average value of the surface potential is 
set to zero by the program. The average value is zero in 
this case because of the sinusoidal variation of the 
potential wi th • The parameter 1 is here calculated as 
B13 
Outputs for radial and tangential dipoles are listed in 
figures B8 and B9. These data are also plotted in 
figure 111-4. 
POSITION VARIATION SIMULATION 
A fourth prograM was written to evaluate the 
filter output for the case in whioh the actual dipole 
106 
and the filter dipole locations are independent. This 
prograM is required to perform a two dimensional numerical 
integration. The listing is shown in fig. BIO and the 
results are shown in figure Bll. 
For this program, the coordinate system is defined 
such that the actual dipole lies on the positive z axis. 
The filter dipole may be located anywhere within the sphere. 
Parameters which must be specified include the actual 
dipole orientation and depth and the filter dipole orien-
0(2)1 C SPH22ICAL INT:::G2ATION p~OG?t;r1. 

















121 01 9 
0020 
o QJ 21 
0022 
D1M:::NSION ICHAR(3) 
COMMON ERROR .. IV .. IH .. DV .. DH .. GA~I .. GAM2 
COii:·jQ:J STH .. CT:i .. SG 1 .. CG I .. SG2 .. CG2 
C o;.j;j OlJ PI .. PI 52) .. PIS I .. PI D 3 .. P 2 I .. PI 13 
?I == 3.1415926535 
PI25 == .25*PI 
PI50 = .52l*PI 
PI7S == .75*PI 
PD16 == PI/16. 
?I156 = 15.*PI/16. 
PISI == I.S*PI 
PID3 = PI/3. 
?21 == 2.*PI 
Pl13 == 1.3333333*PI 
S?I2S == SIN(PI2S) 
SPIS == .5*SINCPDI6) 
SRROR== 1.:C:-5 
I C;L~R( 1) == 131ZlB 
IC:{:;:1(2) == 131B 
I C Etl.;1( 3) = I 323 
3023 C l.El'>D :-:22U E~;::D Pt'.F!il.?·12TERS 
02124 ~l.IT:::(S .. 2030) 
8025· 2030 ?02:·ltl.T<lSH :c::nER IV .. DV .. I:D 
0026 READC1 .. *) IV .. DV .. IH 
0027 ~)R ITS C 6 .. 2 (3 1 0 ) 
0028 22110 FO?.ijl~T(23H ENTER DH Ll:1ITS AND SPACING) 
(] 029 
10 030 
READe 1 .. *) ID~S .. IDHS .. IDHP 
~JR I :-::: c 6.. 2 a 2 2) ) 
2::331 2023 ?02:'I,;TC 3C;-{ ::::nER G;;:-11 LHU TS AIE) SPACING) 









1G1S = IGIS+l 
1GI:C: = 1GIE +1 
'.lR1TS C6 .. 2(30) 
2030 FOR~ATC30n ENTER GAM2 LIXITS AND SPACING) 
R:::~D(I .. *) IG2S .. 1G2E .. 132P 
IG2S = IG2S+1 
IG2E == IG2E+l 
C ~~ITE ~EADING 
1590 1.IRITE (6 .. 13259) 
107 
133 112 1383 ?OR:;,\T( !i,0 .. J ... X.loE.,\CT:JAL .. L1X .. 6r::;-ILTE? .. 5X .. 1S:IX ?OTXl'E Y ROT.4.TE .. 
0843 1 3X .. 4~LAST .. 7X .. 6HOUTPUT) 
0044 C START LOOPS 
00/4S DO IS00 IDH = 1DT3 .. ID:-iE .. IDHP 
0046 
00/47 
. :3 0!i8 
0049 
:3050 
D:: == ?LO/'\T( IDl{)/13~. 
JO 1603 IGI == IGlS .. IGlE .. IGIP 
GA~l = ?!*?LOAT(IGl-l)/100. 
S G 1 = S I :J< Gf-.r-1I ) 
CG 1 = COS C G.4.:ll) 
FIGURE BI0. Program to calculate filter response for 









































DO 160121 IG2 = IG2S~IG2E~IG2P 
GAM2 = PI*FLOATCIG2-1)/100. 
SG2 = SIN(GAM2) 
CG2 = COS(GAM2) 
BEGIN INTEGRATION OVER SURFACE OF SPHERE ****** 
108 
AREA4 = CPHINT(PI25)+PHINTCPI75»*SPI25+PHINTCPI50) 
AREA6 = C(PHINTCPD16)+PHINT(PII56»*SPI5*.5+AREA4)*PI25 
M = 4 
M = 2*M 
THE NUMBER OF DIVISIONS DOUBLES FOR EACH LOOP. 
DVM = 1./FLOAT(M) 
IF(64-M)200,105 
AREA3 = AREA6 . 
AREA5=CPHINTCPI2S*DVM)+PHINTCPI-PI2S*DVM»*SINCPI2S*DVM)*.5 
DO 110 J=2~M,2 
THETA = FLOATCJ-l>*PI*DVM 
AREA4 = AREA4 +PHINT(THETA) *SINCTHETA) 











FIGURE BIO. Program to calculate filter response for 
general position mismatch. (Page 2 of 4) 
FUlJCTIOtJ P;UNT(TH2TA) 
COMMON ER~OqJI~IIHJDVIDHIGAMIJGAM2 
CO>1>lON STHI CTHJ SG 1 1 CG 1 J SG21 CG2 
COMMON ?IIPISJJPlSI J PID3 I P2I I ?lI3 
STH = SIi;cT;iSTA) 
eTa = COS(TH:::TA) 
2~~2 = ~qRO~/(2.*STH+l.) 
S~~I = fIL(~.) + FILePI) 
S~~2 = fIL(?I5Z)+?ILCPISI) 
AREA2 = ?ID3*(S~Ml+2.*SUM2> 
1=4 
100 1=2*1 
DVI = 1./FLOATeI) 
IF' (64-1) 2001 105 
1~5 AREAl = AREA2 
S~~I = S~Ml+SUX2 
S'JH2 = 3. 
DO 110 J=2IIJ2 
P~I = P21*DVI*?LOATeJ-l) 
1 10 5:Jt-12 = S'JM2+? IL( P:-1 1 > 
.D.RE.D.2 = PII3*<S:Ji11+2.*S:JM2>*D'JI 
If CD. REA 2 ) 120J 1501 120 
120 I?(ERR2-A3S«AR:::A2-AREA1)/Aq:::A2»1~0J202J 
1 5:0 IF (AT'::~'d ) I;::' J J 2 J:O J 1 02J 
2J0 P~INT = AREA2 
q:::TURN 
:::ND 
FIGURE BIO. Program to calculate filter response for 
general position mis~8tch. (Page 3 of 4) 
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1 1 30 
1 1 2' 0 
1 1 211 
1 1:35 
1 1 1 2l 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 5 
?"J:J::;TIO;J rIL(P;UP) 
CO:1>10!'J ::::T10~ .. I) .. IH .. D"J .. ::H .. GA:'11 ... J:;;j2 
COMMON ST~,CTH,SGl,CGl,SG2,CJ2 
COM~ON Pl .. PI52l,P15I .. PI~3 .. ?21,PlI3 




= SIN ( P:il P ) 
ST;HCPH 
Y = ST:hS?:l 
YSZC = Y*SG2-CT:hCG2 
CTHI = ~*SGI-YS~C*CGl 
Xl = ~*CGl+YSZC*SGl 
Yl = Y*CS2+CT~*SG2 
ST~l = S1~T(Xl*Xl+Yl*Yl) 
If' (ST:U ) 100, 1 10, 12l2l 
C9 :il = 1. 
S?;{1 = 0. 
..30 TO 120 
C PH 1 = XI / S r:1l 
SPI{l = YI/STi-i1 
CO~JT I ~JJ~ 
TiE rOLLO'.JING S:::CTION :12PL;\C:::S rJ~JCTION POT. 
~L = SQ~T(l.+D)*(~J-:2.*CTH» 
GOT 0 (1 0·0 3.. 1 0 1 0.. 1 020.. 1 :0 33 ) .. I'J 
POT = (2.*(CTd-JY})/(QL*'1L)+( 1.-':L)/O°J)/:1L 
GO TO 11 
POT = 1. 
GO TO 11 
I?CS-::i) 102lS, 1el2l1, 12F35 
?OT = 0. 
GO TO 11 
110 
POT = (2. * STH/ (RL*:1L*qL) +( ( 0°)- CTH) ;::~L+CTd) / (YhSTH) ) *::;?:1 
GO TO 11 
Ij--CST:-f) lZll5, 1311 .. 1015 
POT = 0. 
30 TO 11 
DOT = C2.*ST;1/(:1L*'1L*:1L)+«:))-CT:l)/'tL+C-::i)/(]oJ*ST:-!))*3?rl 
:1L = S~'H(1.+001HOoi-2.*CTal)) 
GOT a (1 1 2l J.. 1 1 1 :3 J 1 1 2 J.. 1 1 3 2J ) .. 1:1 
FIL = POT*C(2 •• (CTHl~~H)/('1L*qL)+Cl.-RL)/~d)/RL) 
;1~TJ:1N 
rIL = POT 
R:::TT1N 
Ir(STHl)112J5.11g1~112JS 
F'IL = 0. 
:1:::rJ~N 
j-- IL = ?OT* C (2. * SLil / (:-:L*~L*:~L) + C (J:-{- CT:il ) /l.L+C-::-il ) 
1 /(JH*STHl»*C?~l) 
l.2TJQN 
I? ( S T!-£ 1 ) 1 1 IS, 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 IS 
rIL = 0. 
q::;TTUJ 
F' I L =: ? 0 T * ( ( 2 • * S ;-;{ 1 / C l.L * qL * ~L ) + ( C J: i - C T n 1 ) / l.L + C Li 1 ) 
1 /C;);-i*ST;il) )*SP:-il) 
S.~TT~N 
0355 :::N9 
FIGURE BIO. Program to calculate filter response for 
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FIGURE Bll. Simulation results ror general position 
variation. 
tation. In addition the range of values for the filter 
dipole location parameters (variables DR, GAMl, and 
GAM2 in the program) are specified. 
Referring to fig. BlO, lines 55 through 72 
perform the integration over e. This integration is 
performed using a rectangular integration method, as 
diagrammed in fig. B12. Initially, lines 56 and 57 
calculate the integral using four points. Lines 59 
through 71 form 8 loop which evaluates the integral for 
successively larger numbers of points, M. Variable 
AREA6 is the new value of the integral, AREA) is the value 
from the previous iteration, AREA4 is the sum of the 
values of all points calculated (so that points from 
previous iterations need not be recalculated), and AREA5 
is an additional factor due to the two end points shown 
in figure B12. The loop terminates when anyone of the 
following conditions is met: 
(1) The integral is less than 10-8 on two successive 
passes. 
112 
(2) The fractional change in the value of the integral 
between two passes is less than the variable named 
ERROR. 
() The integral has been evaluated for 64 points. 
The function PHINT is called by the main program 
to perform the integration over f. This integral is 
evaluated using Simpson's method. Val'iables SUMI and 
I 
I I I Theta, 
0 I 11" ~ 11 J7f Radians 
.It M 2' (M-l)R . 'If 
4M 'f(-4i1 
FIGURE B12. Rectangular integration method used ror 
integration over theta. The diagram 1s drawn for M=4. 
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30M2 hold the totals of the calculated 'values for even 
an~ odd points, respectively. Variable AREA2 is the 
latest value of the integral, while AREAl is the pre-
vious value. Criteria for terminating this integration 
are the same as for the e integration, except that ERR2 
rather than ERROR is the variable used in the second 
test. 
Function FIL is called by PRINT to evaluate the 
product of the aurface potential and the filter response 
function at a given point. The surface potential and 
filter response are both calculated using equations Al6 
through A18. Since these equations assume that the dipole 
lies on the z axis, a coordinate transformation must be 
performed to evaluate the filter response. This trans-
formation may be developed in two steps. First, rotate 
the coordinate system about the x axis through an angle~ 
~2' producing the coordinate (x~,y·,z~). Second, rotate 
the new coordinate system about the y" axis through an 
angle 1 1 , producing the coordinate system (x',y',z'). 
Given a point with coordinates (x,y,z), the coordinates 
after the first transformation are26 
1" = ycos~2 + zsinY2 
z" ~ -13in12 + zco8~2 




second transformation produces 
x' = -z tt sin ..... l + x"cos 1'1 
l' = ytt 
Z, = z"cos'Y2 + xttsin1'2 
combining the two sets of equations, 
x' = )toosT1 + Y3inl'lsin "f2 - zsin"fl cos1'2 
l' = ycos'(2 + zsin "f2 







In function FIL, the coordinates of the surface 
point at which the potentia18 are to be evaluated ere 
given by the variables CTH end STH, the cosine and sine 
of S, and PHIP, the ~ coordinate. These are then changed 
to the reotangular coordinates x,y,z represented by 
variables X, Y; and CTH. New coordinates xl,y' ,z' are 
then calculated (variables Xl, Yl, and CTHl). Final11, 
the position variables STHl, CPHl, and SPHl, the 8ine 
of a' and the cosine and sine of ¢', respectively, tor 
the new coordinate system are calculated. 
The surface potential is calculated assuming the 
dipole is on the positive z axis. The filter response 
is oalculated for a dipole on the z' axis. 
Outputs of this program are shown in figure Bll. 
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The printout format is as follow8. First, the direction 
(x, y, or z) and radial position of the actual dipole are 
printed. Second, the direction ( x', y', or z') end radial 
position or the dipole to which the rilter is matched 
are printed. Third, the value of ~2 in radians 1s 
printed (labeled X ROTATE). Fourth, Y1 is printed 
(labeled Y ROTATE). Fifth, the integral approximation 
obtained in the next to last iteration of the integration 
over e is printed. Sixth, the rinel integral approxi-
mation is printed (labeled OUTPUT). 
The value from the next to last integration is 
printed as 8 check on the convergence of the integration 
algorithm. Comparison of this value with the final value, 
and comparison with the results of the previous program, 
for depth mismatch, indicate the accuracy of this prograM 
to be approximately three significant figures. Execution 
time was found to be 1 to 2 minutes per integration on a 
Hewlett-Packard 21MX computer. 
SIMULATION FOR DIFFERENT lNMBERS OF ELECTRODES 
A program was written in Basic to simulate the 
filter for a finite number of electrodes. This program 
consists of a main program and six subroutines (see fig. 
S13). The starting line numbers and functions of the sub-
routines are 8S follows: 
(1) Line 5100. This subroutine calculates the 
116 
_. ~~ .-
:: 0 JJ F 0::' :; 1 = 1 TO 5" 
3310 L;;:T Ll=l 
3:73 
3032 
:)r:: LC2 .. 3] 




LST L [ 1 .. 1 ] =L [2 .. 1 ] = J 
3392 L=T L:l .. 2J=LCl .. 3J=7CIJ/2 
--- ~,--. --.-. -~~ 
3130 L~. L:2 .. 2]=~TNC;;:[2 .. 2J/~[2 .. 1J) 
3118 L~T L[2 .. 3]=(L[2 .. 2J+AT~C~[3 .. 2]/Z[3 .. 1]»/2 
31 2;:; ::> =~ Ii; T 
3121 ?:1i:~T 
31 2. 2 ?::r ;iT "::' cr.: S : "I,; 1 ; "~L:= S7?C 0:::: 5 : "J 1 
3133 ?:::r:rr 









...... ') .... ,.-. 
..)c...)oJ 
3'273 
l'i.t, T C:= z.:.:::: 
?O~ 51==1 TO 3 
L::::T }1=.5 
L:':~7 :;~:=L: 1 .. 51] 
L=T GJ=L C 2 .. 31 ] 
G0.3'J3 GJ33 
?C:1 5:2=1 70 ') 
L::::: ~}l=S2/1.J 
3293 GOSU3 7500 
33:]3 :";::7 ::[S2J=,HS2J+ES/(3 o:«3:-:<:2) 
331.3 1..:'::7:3 [.3 2 J =:::3 C S 2 J +,(141 C 3 ,:,;:3 >::~':9) 
111 
'. 
.... ! .,' " 
3 3 ::2~j L.::'? c; [~ '2 :! ~ C = .:; 2 J -;. c: : '; - . ; :;,:<: 7/,) 1 ) / S ~ ... ( ( ::? T ~; - : :',) j ": / J 1 ) ':: C : : ~-' 72 - : : 7 i 2 /''; 1 ) ) / 3 
,~,_",,; : :::::::- S 1 
335~J .. ~~::I:,iT 
3::;:;'3 ?::'1::-: .3!/!-:: .. !iC.31 J .. -:,[:1 J .. C[::;l J 
3.'l:':- J ~.':":.. S 1 
~ J 1 J P =-: ! :'~ T If It ; 
~l] 2'] G 0 ~! 0 .'1 S ~) 8 
FIGURE B13. Simulation program for the discrete csse. 
(Page 1 of 5) 
3002 $T07 
5J 10 2:::::: :::;_'~3~O:JT HES ,:,,:~~< 
:3 S 2 :: D ! 1 : T: 1 0 ] J : J [ 1 0 ] J ::: [ 2:· .J" 3 J " ~} C 2 S ,3 J -' ;-: [ 2 0 0 J 
5133 R:::i·~ :~~03:'::~~~:! TO C~:~LC:';=-':~TZ ~L~CT::00~ F)03rTIO~'}S 




L'::: I ~; 3:::: I:; ';" ( • ') ') 9 9 ::: =,.;-1 / ( 1 - CO::; ( 7,:: ) ) ) 
L:'::::- 'l' 1:.:: 2:;,T0 
L:::T 72:.: 3;:<':-0 
LET LC=IO==:::l 
L.:':" I I 1:::: 1 
51'':::~ ?C~-: ::,]=2 TO :J3 
















IF' :9<: 1 7:i:::iJ 5330 
I:"- ;~,-= 7:=~:U 531J 
L:::T 7[11]=T9 
L:::T L:::=1 
IF' T9<T~ 7~=N 5230 
53:2J LS:- :JCIIJ=I:J-1 
533;::; ; ':T Il=Il+1 
S3·~:J L..-':':'" 13=1 
535: 














L:':-:T --; 1 =':' 1 +2)~TZ 
L:::::- 72=T1+T0 
LS~ L'3=0 
IF U>:J1 T;-{:::::J S/-!10 
L::::- :)[lJlJ=I0-1 
L::::7 :l[,jl J=:JCJl J+1 
GClTC 53S3 
F'O? JZ:~1 70 Nl 
,!, •. 1'.-:-"""!"' .. (7, 







~-::Cl .. l]=l 
,::: [ 1 .. 2 J = :::: [ 1 .. 3 ] == Z 
Jl=l 
12=170 in 
J '2 = C '1' 0 i J[ I 2 ] - 1 
Jl=J1+1 
:':::~':1 .. 1 J=1 
:':;CJl .. 2J=TCI2J 
FIGURE B13. Simulation program for the discrete csse. (Page 2 of 5) 
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61 \3;) 2:::>1 CO:; -;::::::':.5 I O:'J T 8 T::: c: ;;',.:;-; :.J: ... /:.::: COO:D S • 
• ~ 1 18 F' 0 ~ J 3 c: 1 .: 0 J 1 











LET JS=:CJ3 .. 2J 
L:':::T J6=:::[J3 .. 3) 
L::: T ::: [ J 3 ~ 1 ] = J L; ~~ S Ii; C J 5 ) ~: CO .3 ( J:) ) 
L::: T ::: [ J 3 ~ :2 J = ,J ·1 :: S I ;i ( J:5 ) ;,~.:; I : : ( ,j:) ) 
LET :::CJ3~3J=J~*COS(J5) 
Ki::TU?JIl 
REi1 Di::F lIE lJ V:::CT02. 
F'O? l{1=1 TO Jl 
L:::T ?7==::::[:Cl~1] 
S 5 3 J L -."i' Po::: S [;~ 1 ~ 2 ] 
6543 LET ?9=:::[Xl~3J 
655: G03UD GS8S 
6568 LST \)[:~I]=VZ 
6572 rr':::~T ::1 
6 :) 9 Z F 0 :-:. ; : ! = J 1 + 1 ':" 0 2 * J 1 
66ZJ LST ?7=:::[~1-Jl~l] 
6S1J L:::T ?3=:::[:~1-Jl~2) 
6623 L~T ?9=-:':::[~1-Jl~3] 
663: GO's'JD 35,-JZ 
66!-lJ LST ;JC:C1 J=V2 
6659 I-jSXT;{l 
6572 L~T X2=~-~=J 
6 S:::; 0 r 0 ~ :: 1 = 1 ';' 0 J 1 
572'J IF :JOT Ll ~1';-::':::lJ 6760 
6 7 3 'J ? 0 ;: :: 1 = J 1 + 1 T C :2 :;~ J 1 
:; 7 In L:::'; T ::::; =: : 2 + 'J [ : : 1 ] l' 2 
6745 L:::T :-l.'~=::'::l·:-'}Cl:l] 
67S~ 
J7SJ 
FIGURE B13. Simulation program for the discrete case. 
(Page 3 of 5) 
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7220 .- 0;-, ;~l=l ;C) J1 
7833 L":;'; ?7==~:~1~ 1] 
70':-1:J ? ~ :0 ::: C :: 1 ~ 2] 
?0==~::1~3J 
737Z L-'..i :-:[::1 ]=I]Z 
703;; L::::T ;(3=::3.,.V3 f 2 
7235 L::::T ;·::;=::S+V0 
7395 L::::T :':7=;,;6 
7100 L:::: :~::;=.~=-:-:C:·:3) 
71 1 C 
7 1 2 C; ? o:-~ =: 1 = J 1 -;- 1 T 0 2 ,;, J 1 
7 1 3:3 L -:- -:- :') 7 = :::: [ : : 1 - J 1 ~ 1 ] 
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FIGURE B14. Simulation results for the discrete csse 
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FIGURE B15. Simulation results for the discrete case 
using a tangential dipole. (Page 1 of 3) 
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using 8 tangential dipole. (Page 3 of 3) 
position coordinates for the surface electrodes. 
(2) Line 6500. This subroutine calculates the 
vector V containing the simulated surface potentials 
and its Magnitude. 
(3) Line 7000. This subroutine calculates the veotor 
H containing the filter response function and its 
magnitude. 
(4) Line 7500. This subroutine oalculates the inner 
produot of V and H. 
(5) Line 8000. This subroutine performs a coordinate 
conversion from spherical to reotangular coordinates. 
(6) Line 8500. This subroutine calculates the theo-
retioal surfaoe potential of a ourrent dipole. 
The main program and the subroutines will be described in 
order. 
The main program performs a test for depth mis-
matoh between the aotual dipole and the filter dipole 
with varying numbers of electrodes. The aotual dipole 
is located at a radial position of r = 0.5. Three 
positions are used, oorresponding to looations direotly 
beneath one eleotrode, midway between two eleotrodes, and 
approximately equidistant from three eleotrodes. The 
output printed is the average of the filter responses to 
the three dipoles. 
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The filter outputs are caloulated five times, with 
increasing numbers of electrodes. Eaoh time, those outputs 
are calculated for three cases. In the first oase, the 
electrode positions are distributed over the entire 
sphere. In the seoond case, the electrode positions are 
on only one half of the sphere, namely the hemisphere 
for which the z coordinate is greater than zero. The 
third case 1s similar to the second, with the additional 
constraint that the average of the surface potentials 
of all electrodes is zero. This third case was included 
to investigate the effects of alternate electrode con-
nection schemes a8 discussed in chapter IV. 
Referring to the results shown in figures B14 
and B15, the program first prints the number of rows or 
electrodes and the total number of electrodes in each 
hemisphere. Then, the three dipole positions u8ed are 
printed, along with the calculated magnitude of the 
surface potential vector for each of the three cases 
which have been described. Then, the average filter 
response is printed for each case as a function of the 
depth of the filter dipole. 
The first subroutine, which begins at line 5100, 
was written to generate sets of electrode coordinates 
for varying numbers of electrodes. To achieve an even 
distribution of these electrodes over the surface, the 
sphere was partitioned into segments of equal area, with 
one electrode in each segment. A further constraint was 
that the electrodes should be approximately equidistant 
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from one another. The algorithm used for electrode 
positioning will now be described. 
The first step of the algorithm is to divide 
the top (z:> 0) hemisphere in to sec tions of equal width, 
which will be called bands. One band will be centered 
around the z axis, and n l additional bands will be de-
fined in this hemisphere (See fig. Bl6 for the ca~e 
n l = 2). The total number of bands in the hemisphere 1s 
therefore nl + 1. The width of each band is then 
11() = Tr/( 2n1 + 1) B11 
It can be seen from fig. B16 that the e coordinate of 
the edge of the band centered around the z axis is 
B18 
1)0 
Note that eO is represented by variable TO in the program. 
The hemisphere is next divided into n) sections 
of equal area, which will be called rings (The way in 
which n) is calculated will be described later). This 
operation may be performed by dividing the z axis from 
o to 1 into n) segments, each of length I1z = lIn) , a~ 
shown in fig. B17. The proof of this statement follows. 
Given the sphere defined by the equation 
x2 + y2 + z2 = 1 B19 
and the segment of this sphere defined by the inequality 
x2 + y2 < a 2 :: 1 . B20 
-
, 
the surface area of this segment is27 
A = 2~(1 - (1 - a2)~) 
• B21 
But from fig. B17, using the Pythagorean theorem, 
FIGURE B16. Division of a hemisphere into bands of 
equal width. The dots indicate the 8 coordinates of 
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since only the upper hemisphere is being considered. 
Therefore, the area of the portion of the sphere between 
two planes parallel to the xy plane and passing through 
points zl and z2 on the z axis is: 
B24 
From this equation it can be seen that dividing the z 
axis into equal segments of length~z will divide the 
hemisphere into rings of equal area 2rr~z • 
lJ3 
In order to make the a'rea of each ring approxima tely 
equal to the area of the top band, the number of rings, 
nJ, is chosen so that~z will be approximately equal to 
the distance~zt shown in fig. B16. Since eo is the 
coordinate of the edge of the top band, this distance is 
• B2$ 
To meet the above constraint and alao produce an integral 
number of divisions on the z axis, n) is defined as 
n) = INT [ 0.999999 + 6:' ] B26 
where function INT(x) is the greatest integer less than 
or equal to x. This value is claculated in line $1)0 of 
the prograM. 
After these rings and bands have been defined, 
the electrode positions are defined as follows. One 
electrode is placed at the top of the sphere; that is, 
at the position r = 1, e = O,qb = 0. Next, electrodes 
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are placed in each of the bands such that the i'th band con-
tains ji electrodes, where ji is the number of rings in that 
bend. A ring which is split by the boundary between two 
bends is considered to be in the lower of the two bands. 
For the electrodes in one band, the e position coordinate is 
set equal to the coordinate of the lower edge of the ring 
which is in the center of the band. The~ spacing between 
electrodes in a given band is then 2~/ji. 
The loop consisting of lines 5180 through 5380 
counts the number of rings in each band and stores the 
results in array N. The e coordinates tor the electrodes 
are stored in array T. 
After the electrode positions are calculated 
in spherical coordinates, they must be converted to 
rectangular coordinates for use by the other subroutines. 
This transformation is acco~plished by the portion of the 
subroutine ~hich begins at line 6100. 
The next subroutine, which begins at line 6500, 
caJculates the vector V containing the simulated surface 
potentials. The magnitude of this vector is also calcu-
lated. The dipole location, orientation, and magnitude 
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are specified in the calling program. The eleotrode 
positions for the upper hemisphere are the ooordinates 
calculated by the first subroutine. If variable Ll 1s 
zero, the vector contains values only for points on the 
upper hemisphero. If Ll is one, potentials are calculated 
for the entire sphere. In this case, the eleotrode 
coordir.ates for the lower hemisphere arc the same as for 
the upper hemisphere, except that z is negated. After 
the vector is calculated, its magnitude is evaluated by 
the portion of the subroutine beginning at line 6660. 
This section calculates the magnitude as the square root 
of the sum of the squares of the vector elements. 
The third subroutine, which begins at line 7000, 
calculates the vector H containing the filter weighting 
function. The operation of this subroutine is the same 
as that of the previous subroutine for oalculating V. 
The fourth subroutine, beginning at line 7500, 
calculatos the inner product of vectors V and H. 
The fifth subroutine, beginning at line 8000, 
performs coordinate conversions. This operation is 
included so that the main program can use spherical 
coordinates, while the potential evaluation subroutine 
uses rectangular coordinates. Two conversions must be 
performed by this subroutine. First, the position 
coordinates of the dipole must be converted from spherioal 
to rectangular ooordinates. This operation is accom-
plished by lines 8050 through 8010. Seoond, tho values 
of the sr' S9' and 8.; oomponent dipoles are specified 
in the main program. The 8" , 8" , and 8 component 
x '1 z 
dipole magnitudes are computed from these values by 
lines 8080 through 8100 of this subroutine. 
The sixtb subroutine, beginning at lino 8500, 
calculates the potential at any point on the surfaoe 
given the location, orientation, and magnitude of the 
current dipole. This prograM evaluates equations Al 
through A9 of appendix A with the radius of the spbere 
set equal to one Bnd the constant 1/(4~~R) of equation 
A9 also equal to one. 
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APPEtIDIX C. EFFECTS OF NOISE 
This appendix presents a preliminary investigation 
of the effects of noise on the apparent magnitude of 
the dipole. As stated in chapter II, it will be assumed 
that the noise component of the surface potential has 
zero mean and is white. That is, if the surface poten-
tiel at point F is 
v(~) = s(F) + n(F) Cl 
where s(F) is the signal component and nCr) is the noise 
component, then n has the following properties (repeating 
equations 1I-6a and 1I-6b): 
E[n(r)] = 0 
E[n(rl )n(r2 )] I: k
2S/F2 -- r l ) 
C2 
C) 
For the discrete case, these assumptions of 
zero mean and whiteness imply that the mean of the 
n01se- potential at any electrode is zero, and that 
the cross correlation between noise components at any 
two different electrodes is zero. That is, the surface 
potential vector V is given by the equation 
V = S + N C4 
where S is a vector of the signal potentials and N is 
a vector containing the noise ~cmponents. Now, the 
assumption of zero mean implies that 
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E(N) = 0 oS 
where 0 in this case implies the zero vector. The 
assumption o£ whiteness implies that the covariance 




Equation c6 is equivalent to the statement that for any 
nj of N, 
i=j 
iFj C7 
The question to be answered is how much inacouracy 
the noise adds to the observed magnitudes of the component 
dipoles. The errors in the oomponent dipole magnitudes 
for the oontinuous CBse will be presented first; then 
the errors for the disorete case will be derived. 
EFFECTS ON MAGNITUDE FOR THE COnTINUOUS CASE 
From equation 11-408, the error in the sr 
















The mean value of the error is then 
E[urJ = E[!hr(e,)tqro)n{e,~}dQ]/or(ro) C9 
or, 
CI0 
which is equal to zero since the expected value ot n 
is zero. 
Since the mean of ur is zero, the variance is 
simply the expected value of u;. This parameter lIlay 
be determined as follows. 
First, 
E[U; ] = E[fhr(a,~lro)n(a'f)dqJ2/o;{ro) Cll 
Applying the result of eq. 1I-12, eq. Cll reduces to 
E[U;] = k2fh;(e,~lro}dq/c!(ro) C12 
Howevar, the integral of h; over the surface was derined 
to be unity in eq. 11-18, so that the variance or ur 
1s then 
C13 
A similar development may be applied to the other 
two component dipoles, so that the mean values ot the 
noise induced error in the component magnitudes are 




The variances of these errors are 
E{u2 ) = k2/c2('j: ) CISa r r 0 
E<U~) = k2/c2(r ) CI5b a 0 
E{US> = k2/c2 ('r ) ¢ 0 CISa 
In summary, it can be seen from eq. Cl4 that 
the Mean values of the component dipole magnitudes a8 
calculated using the matched filter technique will be 
equal to the actual values. In addition, the variances 
of the errors in the calculated magnitudes will be a 
function of the input nois6 variance as given in eq. CIS. 
EFFECTS ON MAGNITUDE FOR THE DI SCRETE CASE 
From eq. II-60a, the error in the magnitude 
of the 8 r directed component of the dipole will be 
u = (~ - d ) = Ht(ro)N/c (ro) cI6 
r r r r r 
The mean value of Ur is then 
E{ur ) = E[H;<rO)N]/cr(ro ) C17 
or 
E(u ) = HtCr )E[N]/c (r ) 
r r 0 r 0 CI8 
which is zero since the expected value of N is the 
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zero vector, from eq. c5. 
Since the mean of ur is zero, the variance is 
simply the expected value of u;: 
or, 
or, 
which, by eq. C6, reduces to 
E(u2 ) = k2Ht(r )H (r )/c2(F ) 
r r 0 r 0 r 0 
Now, by eq. 11-39, this equation becomes 
E{u2 ) = k2/e2(r ) 






By repeating this derivation for the other 
two components, it is found that the average error 
for each component is 
E( u ) = 0 r 
E{Ue) = 0 
E{U¢) = 0 
The variances of these 
E(u2 ) 
r 
= k2/c2{r ) 
r 0 
E(U~) = k2/c 2(r ) 9 0 
E{U~) = k2/c2(r ) 
.:p 0 







Therefore, for the discrete case as well as the con-
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tinuous case, the average value or the error in the 
dipole component magnitudes is zero. In addition, the 
output noise variance is again proportional to the 
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